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Disclaimer 

Please note that because you are dealing with health and 

safety matters with this book it is essential to be aware 

that If you or your friends feel poorly you/they should 

consult a Doctor for help. If a situation arises with animals 

then seek a VET’s help. Be sensitive to common sense 

issues like crossing a road and be kind and loving at all 

times as you are always responsible for what you do in life. 
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Foreword 

I have known Mike for many years, his enthusiasm is infectious 

and his individual approach to the ancient art of dowsing 

makes this book a worthwhile read, especially for the family. 

As we move further into the 21st century people, especially the 

younger generation, are becoming more aware of the subtle 

realms surrounding us, the ‘earth’s energy’ if you like, and as 

their curiosity grows so is their need to discover how to work 

with them for the sake of our planet. 

Mike’s book is full of such information, helping peel back the 

many layers that is dowsing, it is not just about finding water, 

it can be used for so much more.  

There is also a scientific side to using the rods/pendulum and 

the book slowly reveals, with the help of several experiments, 

how we can use this extraordinary skill, inherent to us all, on a 

daily basis to improve our lives. 

Open your mind and let your imagination run riot. 

Adrian Incledon-Webber 

Author of heal Your Home  
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Introduction 

Dowsing 

Dowsing is a global activity for good which anyone can do. 

Although dowsing is found in many cultures and has been 

known about for many years, there is still no conclusive global 

explanation as to how it works. This book will encourage you 

to look for information – and who knows, you might be the 

one family to find out how it all works. 

One of the aims of this book is to dispel doubter’s views with a 

structured series of activities involving the art and science of 

dowsing – also known as Radiesthesia. It’s interesting that 

Professor Solco W. Tromp wrote a book to disprove dowsing 

and ended up proving dowsing! His book is called “Psychical 

Physics”. 

Dowsing  is about asking questions with intention. It is a broad 

subject with relevance to many branches of science and has 

similarities with the status that electricity might have had in the 

1500s.  

Here are some examples of dowsing being used globally: 

 finding lost things 

 finding buried foundations, without the need to dig  

 finding water 

 finding the best place to plant a tree 

 finding services like broken drainpipes 

 seeking bad ground energies in buildings rising to the 

surface which could stop you from sleeping well 

 in healing, for example taking the sting out of stinging 

nettles with a pendulum 

 assessing sources of allergies 

However, daily new applications are evolving in business and 

health applications. You have an opportunity via the activities 
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in this book to make and find more applications of dowsing, as 

well as to become more aware of our environment. 

The activities 

This book suggests “have a go” activities and takes the reader 

to the fringe of various aspects of science and fun. It is for 

curious readers of all professions and trades and of all ages to 

learn about this rediscovered historic art and science with all 

manner of modern day uses.  

To ensure a good standard of dowsing you need a clear mind 

and good breathing. So dowsing is a healthy past time 

practice. 

If you read the list of activities (above) you will see that each 

activity is aimed at proving, or some cases disproving, a 

particular dowsing application. In some cases, the activities are 

repeated using the same exercises in different dowsing 

practices. This is to show you the interchangeability of the 

practices or drills; you can make a choice as to what you feel is 

best for you. 

Some of the activities and information you will learn about are 

“Odd”. Just because something is Odd does not mean that it 

could help or harm you, or that dowsing is not a valid art or 

science. In fact, you’ll enjoy using some of the activities as a 

party piece! 

It’s important to remember through this book that even if you 

find things confusing at first, it’s worth persevering. Let me 

give you an example… 
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Have a look at this perception illustration of two ladies.  

 

Some folks will only see one lady at first but with practice you 

will see two. This is just like working through the activities: you 

might not understand them at first, but you will as you 

progress. 

So, as you start your exciting journey through the activities 

below you will come across some “Odd” things, but remember 

that even though some things can’t yet be explained, dowsing 

is still used to good effect globally. 

The activities will raise your curiosity levels to see how dowsing 

and related matters could help you in your daily lives  - even if 

you are partially sighted or wheelchair bound. Above all, the 

activities are stepping-stones on your dowsing journey, 

enabling you to think backwards and forward on new or old 

steps, and retracing your steps where needed. Let’s get 

dowsing! 
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Activity 1: finding a person with a pendulum 

Equipment required: Make an improvised pendulum with a 

heavy button on a piece of thread about 150mm long and 

allow it to move to and fro.  

Instructions: Now ask the pendulum to swing towards a 

named person.  

The pendulum will perceptibly swing more in one direction to 

that person. This is contrary to the accepted law of physics 

which is that a free pendulum will swing in equal amounts 

from the centre point in no particular direction. 

Conclusion: You are already dowsing and finding Odd things 

in the pendulum search - directional mode as opposed to 

either the clockwise or anti-clockwise mode. These will be 

explained later. 

Activity 2: sensing with hands to feel 

electricity in fingers 

Background: It is accepted in modern physics that everything 

takes in and gives off spirals of energy and dowsers can sense 

this. Also, energy has to be in balance. If the energies are not 

in balance we can use the word dysfunctional. The latter word 

sums up hundreds of books worth in explanation.  

People who help well-being (healers) are sensitive to all sorts 

of subtle energies. They can use their hands to find 

dysfunction like hot or cold spots which may indicate problems 

in the body be it in humans, animals or trees. 

The likely impact on people being de-sensitised is not fully 

researched. De-sensitising refers to an inability to sense bad 

things although they are all around us. In a way this is like sun 

burn.  You only feel it when it is too late. In addition, it could 
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also mean that you cannot distinguish between good and bad 

energies which are around us.  

Different families have different reactions to detrimental 

energies. They  can be man made from radio masts.  They can 

be formed in soils or come from the cosmos. Remember that 

the sun sends energy to us as do other planets. This is both 

beneficial and potentially harmful! The impact of this may be 

on our health or the environment’s health.  

Bear in mind that some problems are not so subtle like fossil 

fuel emissions which are poisoning the air. Subtle energies can 

be: felt, seen, sensed or even heard if you are sensitive enough.  

Introduction: This activity includes sensitising you to subtle 

energies through your hands. It shows that electricity in fingers 

can go from one hand to the other. Your brain decodes the 

sensations which may indicate dysfunction. 

Instructions: Cup your hands 

and move them up and down 

and you will start to feel a 

slight tingling which is 

electricity in your fingers. If 

you have a tingling, you may 

have the power now to do 

hands on healing. 

Conclusion: I am searching for information to see if the 

pressure you sense with cupped hands is etheric pressure i.e. 

that which fills the space between atoms. However, this will be 

for another book. In addition, I also believe this Odd thing 

shows energy without polarity. 

Another Odd thing is that there are no instruments to date 

which can sense dowsing energy. 
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Additional thoughts: In various parts of this book I introduce 

additional thinking to widen your appreciation of your 

surroundings without creating information overload.  

If you like history, take a few minutes to look up a reference to 

Druids. Amongst other things they were tree people and were 

sensitised to their environment. You can say being sensitised is 

“to have feeling”. 

Activity 3: inducing a single pole sensation by 

use of fingers  

Instructions: Clockwise rotate 

your index finger over the palm 

of your hand and you will sense 

tingling. 

Conclusion: This means that 

single pole pointing finger can 

be applied to wellbeing.  

Extending the activity: Try clockwise and anti-clockwise 

rotations to see if it works to create monopole forces. 

Additional thoughts: We now know that we get two kinds of 

feeling by doing the above activity.  

Gained wisdom tells us that one pole could be called a positive 

energy and the opposite pole would be a negative energy 

pole. We now know that each pole has a different effect on 

humans, animals and plants. 

As well as your finger generating energy by just one finger i.e. 

monopole, we can use a rotating pendulum to counter a 

dysfunction by using positive or negative monopole dowsing.  

Activity 4: seeing the passage of electricity 
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though the body  

Equipment: A sensitive mains tester. 

Instructions: Place the mains tester between a finger of each 

hand. 

Conclusion: The mains tester will illuminate. This figuratively 

shows the passage of electricity through fingers on one hand 

to another. However, some observers say this is a wrong 

concept to show you but have not given me an alternative 

reason.  

Extending the activity: Have two strong magnets and place 

one on top of the hand and the other underneath. Now move 

the top magnet and the bottom one will fall away. This activity 

shows how all sorts of energies can travel through the body – 

think about x-rays for example. 

Activity 5: feeling for an aura  

Introduction: An aura is an electromagnetic field around 

anything i.e. humans and trees, and it is not dense but spongy. 

However, it is the aura of animals/humans and plants that we 

will look at now.  

An aura is another Odd thing which I will often refer to, as it is 

fundamental in advanced dowsing. However, at our current 

level it is sufficient to know that it is an energy layer around all 

things which can be seen as a colour. However, it is the inner 

physical grey layer of the 7 layers we will feel for.  

Generally, the physical aura will be half of one metre for a tree 

or human. This makes an interesting maths activity to see what 

the average is! This activity is to feel for the boundary of the 

physical aura with your hands. 
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Instructions: Ask a friend to stand with their eyes shut. 

Position yourself about 3 metres away and stretch your arms 

gently towards your friend with your palms facing them. Walk 

slowly towards them focussing your mind on feeling their aura. 

Concentrate on your palms and be aware of anything that 

changes as you approach their aura. Some people report a 

tingling of the palms, others that the air suddenly appears to 

be thicker. 

Extending the activity: Now using the same feeling in your 

hand/fingers as above, try to sense and feel for an 

underground water vein, or energies in an ancient church. Do 

this by simply walking very slowly over the ground with open 

palms downwards facing. Of course, you can use a dowsing 

rod but the activity is about sensitising yourself. This took me 

weeks to develop the sensitivity needed. 

Activity 6: pushing an aura 

Introduction: This activity shows that the aura has some 

power, such that you can use your hand to push or rock a 

person without touching the subject.  

Instructions: Ask your friend’s consent first: there is no need 

to touch anyone. This method requires four people: the 

subject, a person standing in front and behind the subject in 

case they fall, and you of course. First of all, feel for the aura as 

we did in the activity above, and then gently but firmly push 

on it. You will find that your friend 

begins to rock. 

The figure below has been taken 

from Ted Andrews Book – feeling 

the aura. It graphically shows a 

person pushing another person’s 
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aura. 

Interesting note! Many years ago, the New York Police 

Department did a successful disarming activity using the aura 

in a similar way to that mentioned above. 

Activity 7: seeing an aura 

Instructions: Look carefully at the crown of a tree; you will  

notice a shadow around the crown. That is the physical aura. In 

1927 the Kirlian family pioneered a method of photographing 

the light of an aura. What will your family discover? 

Conclusion: Of course, I am trying to get you to appreciate 

that the cells of trees, like ours, have a chemical voice by which 

they can communicate. My view is that at some stage in 

development the aura of the tree plays a part in the transfer of 

information.  

Trees transfer information 

through chemical signals 

sent from their leaves 

(photo credit: Kirlian 

Photography) Quote from 

Uplift - WWW 

Additional thoughts: Of course, you can break off reading 

and explore this aspect of our environment in that they are 

similar to us chemically and can thus communicate. 
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Activity 8: finding North with a pendulum 

Equipment: The pendulum you made in Activity 1.  

Instructions: Hold the pendulum still with your wrist relaxed – 

this is the ready position. Give the pendulum a slight push to 

get it moving. Then give it an instruction with words such as 

“Pendulum, please show me North”. It will swing in a 

north/south direction. 

In all of the activities remember that it is the brain which 

ultimately does the dowsing which moves muscles in the arm 

and hand. With practice you can also do deviceless dowsing.  

Always return the dowsing tool to the ready position when you 

have the answer requested. 

I suppose this is like renewing the circuit when you have a 

computer problem and you switch off then on again to clear 

an issue.  

Conclusion:   

This type of dowsing is often used as a substitute for a 

compass and this could be useful when you are doing your 

Duke of Edinburgh Award Expedition and you need a quick 

compass check 

Additional notes: When not in use keep your pendulum in a 

plastic coin bag; it will save wear on your pockets and it will 

also reduce the likelihood of contamination from dust etc.  

In an emergency make a pendulum from a stem of grass and 

stone. You’ll have a compass so that you can never get lost! If 

you need to use your stone compass at night hold it up until 

you see it in the “sky light”. 

 

Activity 9: following the direction of a rope 
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Introduction: The object of this activity is to develop your skill 

in applying the directional dowsing/search mode. Using a 

pendulum as a compass reduces the effect of magnetic 

attraction, wherever that needs thinking about. 

Equipment: Your pendulum, a length of rope, and a car cover.  

Instructions: Lay the piece of rope on the ground. Start your 

pendulum moving and give it the instruction to follow the 

direction of the rope. Now put some loops in the rope and 

follow the loops. 

Notice how if you deviate from the alignment the pendulum 

corrects your line of walk by oscillating off to the left or right 

to bring you back on course. 

These are the skills that you would use if you were following a 

water vein. Of course you can’t see these things and so now 

simulate this by extending this activity reset/move the rope 

and cover the rope with a car cover so you can’t see the rope. 

Now walk over the course and repeat with your pendulum 

follow the amended alignment of the rope which you cannot 

see under the cover. 

Conclusion: This forces you to concentrate, as if you are 

searching for a water vein. 
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Activity 10: finding a hidden friend 

Introduction: We’re now going to continue learning about 

dowsing by adding some rigour. There will be times when your 

dowsing will not work. Two frequent cases could be 

dehydration or tiredness: The way to identify if your dowsing 

will work or not is to use the following questions. 

The three permissions requested which are commonly in use 

are: “May I dowse?”, “Can I dowse?”, and “Should I dowse? this 

subject” or ‘target’. Theses permission could also be called 

stop and think questions. Having a question plan or question 

template will become more important as you progress to more 

critical dowsing, where greater care is needed in setting out 

questions. 

It’s important to have a template when you’re dowsing, and I 

would suggest that you start to use the following one for 

consistency: 

 Use your permission questions 

 Clear your mind 

 Give the pendulum momentum by starting the swing 

 Give your dowsing instruction or question 

 Observe and note the results 

 Stop the pendulum after each instruction or question 

Instructions: Now ask a friend to hide themselves for you to 

find. Your dowsing instruction might be: “pendulum please 

show me the direction to my friend Jemima”. The pendulum 

oscillating more in one direction is the mode for you to follow 

to your hidden friend.  

Conclusion: This one activity could have been chance, so you 

need to do it a number of times i.e replicate it. I suggest you 

need to practise to start to cement your confidence. 
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Activity 11: seeing the effect of interrupters 

Introduction: Sometimes our dowsing appears to fail us. One 

reason is that something seems to have interfered or blocked 

with our energy of mind. 

Equipment: Some sweets and some aluminium foil. 

Instructions: Put some sweets some distance away from you 

and practise your pendulum dowsing to find their location. 

Now wrap the sweets in the foil and repeat the activity. You 

might find that there is no response from the sweets now. 

Conclusion: Wrapping foil around the sweets often provides 

an “interrupter” to the dowsing signals. Throughout history, 

man has used this theory: take the medieval practice of nailing 

a sprig of Rowan Ash tree over doorways to interrupt the entry 

of evil energies, for example. 

Activity 12: the effect of ambiguous dowsing 

questions 

Introduction: Dowsing will fail if more than one question is 

asked at a time or you have not returned to the ready position 

before asking the next question. As I mentioned earlier, a 

question template is useful before dowsing. However, do not 

forget common sense and not ask ambiguous or frivolous 

questions. 

Instructions: Ask the pendulum to show you North, which it 

will do sluggishly. Now ask for magnetic North. The pendulum 

will swing more speedily in one direction. If your question is to 

ask to be shown true North the pendulum will move in a 

perceptibly different way than previously and a slightly 

different direction will be shown by the pendulum.  

Why does the pendulum behave in this way? Well, there are 
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three Norths and we asked just one question, so it was 

ambiguous. It’s important to remember to ask just one 

question at a time throughout your dowsing and to make sure 

it’s unambiguous. 

Another example is to dowse for people with the same name 

in a group. If there are two Michaels, asking the pendulum to 

“please show me Michael” will produce a sluggish movement 

or none at all. Changing the question to “find Michael with the 

black hair” ought to get an immediate response.  

At this stage your template should also include check 

questions. So ask your name as you must know the answer to 

know your dowsing is accurate “is my name Michael” You will 

develop the check question skill as you progress, Other 

questions that you know the answer too could be used. 

Conclusion: Dowsing can appear to fail when questions are 

ambiguous or “too big”, so be as specific as you can. You 

should also include check questions in your templates so that 

you can be sure of the results that you are seeing. 

Activity 13: holding the pendulum 

Introduction: Now is the time to ask if there is right way to 

hold the pendulum thread. 

Instructions: To hold your pendulum thread it common to 

hold it between finger and thumb with any excess thread 

coiled up in the palm of the hand and kept out of the way. 

Some dowsers prefer to hold the thread between index and 

middle finger as they feel that it gives a more impartial result 

as the blood pulse in the thumb may interfere, but it is a 

personal preference. 

Conclusion: Did holding the pendulum in this way make a 

difference to your results? Make a note of your results. 
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Activity 14: avoiding wrist wobble with the 

pendulum 

Introduction: There is a slight arm/wrist wobble so let’s now 

address any accusations that you might get that it is your hand 

wobbling that is making the pendulum move. Monsieur F de 

Briche, Secretary General of the Loire Prefecture, was put in jail 

for claiming that the hand did not cause a pendulum wobble. 

You could ask a friend to hold your wrist so that your wrist 

definitely doesn’t wobble, but let’s look at doing an activity 

based on the way that Monsiur de Briche proved that the mind 

does the dowsing. You can read about this in Chris Bird’s book 

“The Divining Hand”. 

Equipment: A banana stand and your pendulum.  

Instructions: Firstly, tie your pendulum to the banana stand 

and then gently get the pendulum moving. Next give it the 

dowsing instruction to rotate in a 

clockwise and then anticlockwise 

manner. 

Conclusion: Did you manage to 

control the pendulum with your 

mind? like Monsieur de Briche did? 
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Interlude: turning our mind to history  

Introduction 

You may be wondering does dowsing have an ancient history? 

Well the interpretation of cave drawings and hieroglyphics 

dating back hundreds of years does indicate some form of 

dowsing. The pendulum I mainly use is modelled on one found 

in a 6,000-year-old Egyptian tomb.  

In order to see how the subject has evolved over the last 150 

years scan read Chris Bird’s “The Divining Hand” if you wish to 

explore dowsing history. 

Dowsing societies 

The British Society of Dowsers was formed in 1933 by Royal 

Engineers, at about the same time as the French Society of 

Dowsers was founded. Franklin and Maby were two Radio 

Engineers who studied the physics of the dowsing rod in the 

1930s. Patrick MacManaway MD a past President of the British 

Society of Dowsers has written an illustrated book on general 

aspects of dowsing 

The British Society of Dowsers (BSD) has evolved a syllabus for 

the main dowsing subject areas. These are: 

 Health and well being 

 Water finding 

 Archaeology 

 Ground energies and research special interest groups; 

often referred to  as SIGs 

There are many dowsing groups in many countries some 

national and some local, use the internet to find one near you. 
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Notable people 

We need to acknowledge the work done in the early 1930s in 

France since many early dowsers were French Priests. and two 

very prominent dowsers were Abbe Bouly and Abbe Mermet. 

In 1933 the Pope gave a special dispensation to the Abbe 

Mermet to investigate dowsing. 

In the early 1930s Abbe Mermet wrote one of the first scientific 

books on dowsing which has been translated into English and 

is still a training reference book. Abbe Mermet’s work was also 

translated into Polish and Russian. 

To this I add the work of the German researchers. of the late 

1800s. However, I do need to recognise that it is likely that the 

Chinese understood this science many years ago. 

If you speak French you will find it helpful to see the new 

books on the book list of the Brothers Servranx of Belgium. 

The Brothers continued their business through World War II. 

That, in spite of the fact that dowsing was outlawed in Belgium 

up to 1966.  

There is a lot of Odd history attached to the subject and it’s a 

real eye-opener to be told that Newton, Einstein, and James 

Galway were dowsers. 

This is another Odd thing that in Elizabethan times i.e.1600s, 

dowsers were brought from Bavaria/Germany to England to 

find iron and water. They dowsed with a forked stick would 

you believe? How on earth could that happen?  

Tom Graves wrote one of the first English textbooks on 

dowsing. 

Uses of dowsing 

Now is the point when we can look into the wider possible 
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uses of dowsing. There is scope for fun and business 

applications. However, the uses are infinite.   

Using the directional and search mode we can find things. In 

advanced dowsing that will include finding ill health which 

includes health of trees. I refer to health as dysfunction both 

environmentally and in human health. 

Walking a path where the rope has been taken away is a form 

of tracking. A Nepalese Warrant Officer said to me recently 

that in his village they have used dowsing in the search mode 

to trace thieves. This could be a game if the search skill is 

developed this could be used in police work. 

We have seen that there is a fun side to dowsing and now we 

can have a peep at a serious side. The serious things include :- 

range from finding lost keys; identifying ships radar fault, 

assessing which cylinder will fail on a racing car; identifying 

possible area for an industrial accident – the accident did 

happen; leaks, creating well being for a police dog;     

An Odd thing is that Dowsing was taught to public service 

apprentices e.g water suppliers to find pipe leaks and at 

agricultural colleges and by the GPO (General Post Office) to 

aid the search for cable breaks. 

Today, globally we have dowsers of all ages and from different 

cultures dowsing for all manner of energies. It is used as an 

addition to such therapies as Reiki. It also plays a lead role in 

finding water in Africa and used in many countries for finding 

water for farmers, golf courses and domestic use. 

Some people have developed an ability through dowsing to 

help wellbeing to help people where conventional medicine 

has failed to work globally. 

The science of dowsing 

Nobody knows how dowsing works but quantum physics is 
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paving a way to  understanding it. 

Recent research has shown that the function of the pineal and 

pituitary gland is involved with the dowsing function. 

 

Activity 15: clearing the mind 

Introduction: As you advance in your dowsing you will find a 

need to clear your mind in order to concentrate. So, you need 

to learn one of many ways of doing this. 

Instructions: Counting backwards from 10 to 0 is a one way of 

clearing the mind, a short moment of meditation before 

dowsing is another. 

Conclusion: This is good advice for psyching yourself up 

mentally for all sorts of activities in life too – perhaps getting 

ready for the school play or a competitive game. 
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Activity 16: thinking about psychic protection 

Introduction: You have seen that you can ask a pendulum to 

find a person – if you can do this, imagine how another person 

can affect you. Let’s take a look at psychic protection. 

Instructions: Think yourself into 

a bubble of energy all around 

you.  

This is a powerful protector and 

can be done without drawing 

attention to yourself. 

When you dowse in the following 

activities, mentally ask for the 

permissions to be granted to you but not in such a way as to 

bar good information coming into your bubble. Say thank you 

for your skills. Good manners never hurt anyone. 

Conclusion: It has long been realised that we need psychic 

protection. Putting yourself into a bubble will wear off so you 

might want to carry a more permanent item. 

Throughout history travellers have carried some form of 

psychic protection e.g. a talisman. Some people will wear a 

crucifix. Many service men wear or carry an item for luck. I 

carry a piece of amethyst when giving  talks.  

Watchers can affect the outcome of what you do, and that is 

the essence of Heisenberg’s Observers’ Paradox. Heisenberg 

discovered the paradox in the 1940s when he found that 

watchers could influence the outcome of experiments.  

And remember if you can put your mind to do the activities in 

this book, then with added determination you can do anything 

in your life, but it is always down to you. 
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Activity 17: making an L rod 

Introduction: L Rods can be used for everything that a 

pendulum can be used for. The heavier version of the L rod can 

be used in windy weather.  

Equipment: A wire coat hanger, a biro/pen outer tube, pliers. 

Instructions: The L rod can be made from a cut and bent wire 

coat hanger with biro/plastic tubes for a handle. The long end 

is approximately 280mm and the handle approximately 

100mm. 

 

Notes: Dowsing  is versatile and the principles of use for both 

rods and pendulums are similar. The way of using the skills are 

interchangeable. Once you have tried the various tools you can 

decide which is best for you, and you can do the activities with 

each of the tools. It is your choice. 

You could form an under 18’s group as dowsing needs to 

bring on young dowsers and future healers. I have applied 

dowsing opportunities with success with two partially blind 

persons, two people with cerebral palsy and others who were 

wheelchair-bound. Suggest to your local handicapped group 

that they might like to have a go at dowsing. This avenue is 
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following inclusion polices. Good families in an area means in 

theory no one is excluded in the community. 

Activity 18: making an L rod point to your 

nose 

Equipment: The L rod that you have just made. 

Instructions: Hold the L rod at a 

slightly dipped angle in front of 

you and best with the arm in an L  

position – this is the ready 

position, and curbs the rod 

turning under its own volition due 

to gravity. Ask your permission 

questions (“May I?”, “Can I?”, 

“Should I?”), and then issue the 

dowsing instruction “dowsing rod please point to my nose”. 

Conclusion: The dowsing rod should turn to point to your 

nose. This activity shows your Psychic at work, where you have 

used your mind to control the dowsing implements. Many 

people say this is impossible, but you have just done it! This is 

a reminder of Heisenberg – the power of Heisenberg is typified 

by making mistakes when the teachers looked over your 

shoulder. This is similar with dowsing spectators. 

Dowsing highlights the fact that just because something seems 

bizarre or simple does not mean that it has no substance. 

Extending the activity: You can ask the rod to point to North, 

magnetic north and grid north as you did with the pendulum. 

You can also dowse for a compass bearing simply by using the 

dowsing instruction “rod please show me X degrees Grid”. If 

you have a military compass the dial will be set in mils with 
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approximately 17 mils = one degree. You can dowse in mils if 

you wish. 

Ask someone to move about in front of you and follow them 

by name with the rod. Try this at different distances. This could 

be a night wide game instead of Lantern Snatch. 

Try hiding and finding sweets again, and seeing if aluminium 

foil continues to act as an interrupter as it did with the 

pendulum. 

Activity 19: answering yes/no questions with 

the L rod 

Introduction: You can programme your L rod to respond to 

yes and no questions. 

Instructions: From the ready position, after seeking consents 

and permissions, tune the L rod. Think for the “Yes” mode of a 

perceptible movement to the left, and for the “No” mode of a 

perceptible movement to the right. These two movements are 

the responses for simple yes/no questions. 

Try asking some simple questions which you can answer with 

the rod. Remember not to make your questions ambiguous! 

Conclusion: The L rod can be used to show direction as we 

saw when it pointed to your nose, but also to answer yes/no 

questions. 

Activity 20: finding a rope with the L rod 

Introduction: You can also tune the L rod to find a water vein 

for example. We are going to simulate this with a hidden rope 

which you will locate. 

Equipment: Your L rod, a length of rope, and a car cover.  
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Instructions: Lay the rope out horizontally and cover it with 

the car cover so that you can no longer see its exact location. 

Tune the rod by saying “rod, please close across my chest 

when I am over the rope”. Now, hold the rod in the ready 

position and walk slowly over the car cover and you will find 

that when you are directly over the rope the rod will swing 

across your chest, showing you the location of the rope. 

Conclusion: This method of tuning the rod into boundaries is 

useful for locating water veins or even the boundary of a 

person’s physical aura. 

Activity 21: showing that light is both particle 

and wave 

Introduction: Light as a wave form has various states, particles 

being one of those states, and both waves and particles can be 

dowsed for. This concept can be illustrated by water having 

different physical states; that is from solid ice to vapour (gas) 

to fluid, and it is still water. A matter to ponder on! 

It seems to me  that it might be feasible to have different wave 

forms running parallel to each other at the same time. I ask 

when you get older to see if  this is  how we could get different 

“dimensions” in parallel. What an Odd thing to dream about! 

Equipment: A torch, a white wall, and a single dowsing  rod. 

Instructions: Mentally programme your rod to cross your 

chest to obtain confirmation of what you are searching for. 

Check in about four places in mid-air to ensure that there is no 

energy line in your proposed dowsing area in the ground or 

over the ground. 

Ask a helper to shine the torch on the wall. Then dowse for the 

beam by walking towards the beam. At the outer edge of the 
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beam the rod should move across your chest as though it is 

making a barrier between you and the beam.  

Now with the torch off dowse again and you ought to get the 

same reaction i.e. the rod crossing your chest.  

Conclusion: In the first case you reacted to the wave and in 

the second dowse you reacted to the particles. If you find 

another explanation, please let me know. 

Extending the activity: Repeat the above activity every day 

and see how long the beam reaction lasts. Try colour filters in 

the torch and see what the response is i.e does one colour last 

longer than another? Dowse for direction flow of the light. 

Activity 22: showing that you leave an energy 

imprint 

Instructions: Check like you did in the last activity that you get 

no response in the air/space in front of you. Now clap your 

hands in front of you at about shoulder height. Now dowse in 

the location of the clap and you ought to obtain a yes dowsing 

response. 

Conclusion: I make the point in some of my talks to 

youngsters that whoever you are you can leave an impression, 

and it is up to you to decide if that will be a good or bad 

impression. Only you can make that decision.   

Some points to ponder on: Dowsing is open to anyone 

globally, irrespective of profession or religion and should be 

used for peace. 

Can your dowsing be influenced by the environment and 

doubters? Moon phases could be one reason. 

Activity 23: protection and meditation – an 
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additional view 

Introduction: Revise placing yourself in a bubble before 

dowsing or any time you feel that stress is getting to you.  

Any form of meditation for 20 minutes, if done correctly could 

be the equivalent of 8 hours sleep depending on your level of 

fitness. If you are not well, you will not be able to help others. 

 

This is no different to “psyching yourself up” before a tennis 

match or singing solo. Meditation before a school exam or 

other personal event is a vital lifetime skill. Hence the reason 

why I include family users in this book. 

Meditation skills have been gained from Eastern cultures over 

a period of hundreds of years but some of these meditation 

skills ought to be taught in schools. Your family can help this 

to happen. There are many forms of meditation. This is one 

technique could help you before going to sleep. Sleep is a 

body repair mechanism and most people need regular sleep. 

Breathe in deeply tensing the whole body and slowly breathing 

out like blowing up a balloon and letting go of the tension in 

the rest of your body. Try doing this ten times. Letting out air 

like blowing up a balloon will clear residual air from the lungs. 

Before going into class try breathing in from the pit of the 

stomach as though you are filling a flask. In addition, breathe 

out slowly through the mouth.  
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When you advance in your dowsing activities you will learn 

more rules. However, this is enough information for the time 

being, to help you daily.  

Another aspect of protections is seeking clear responses when 

asking for the permissions. The lesson is simplicity and does 

not mean irrelevance. 

Now you are really starting to dowse with safety in mind. 

If you have some religious device or talisman this will help you. 

See the Activities with Talismans. This opens another 

experiment for you to try. 

Dowse a friend wearing and not wearing a talisman. Hopefully 

you will find a slight increase in their aura for a wearer. Also 

use the AMT i.e. arm muscle test for confirmation. AMT is 

covered in detail later in this book. 

Maybe you might use the principles of what you have learnt 

here in your future career. 

The protection and breathing actions are the start to good 

dowsing and general wellbeing with an aura around you. 

However, auras will not stand crashes. An aura is a protective 

spongy layer around our bodies.   

Some more background:  

During the comparatively short time that I have been learning 

about Radiesthesia i.e. Dowsing I have been privileged to meet 

some very talented people in both the UK and from other 

countries. There are many people who are quietly working on 

dowsing science and have been for over thirty years. They 

rarely say anything so we do not know exactly how far they 

have taken the science.  

One example of this is the “few” who heal “damaged land 
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areas” in, say, war zones. You see the environment is not 

confined to trees, birds, home or school. Are these not  

wonderful ways to apply dowsing related skills?  

Keep records so that you can follow up your knowledge and 

possible research. Make notes of what you do in as few as 

words as possible. Note writing is a life skill. Record what you 

actually see. It is practice at connecting the hand and eye to 

the brain. 

A concept is the idea of something 

e.g. protection. It is no different to 

going out into the cold or heat and 

taking precautions against the  

subtle energies produced by heat  

and cold. 

If you are not good at writing notes 

down this subject will discipline you 

to do so. You could do reporting in the local paper in real time 

to spread the dowsing word or maybe contribute to a blog. 

You could develop dowsing skills to enable you to make a 

“community contribution” like in the examples above. It is an 

idea, “a concept“ which you could achieve. Made you think? 

Well that is what the activities are about. 

Electricity exists in the natural world because all atoms are 

electrically charged so it is not unusual to see it produced 

through geology of the globe and from lightning strikes. This 

can produce global grids of energy some of which can be 

harmful to living things. It has also been pointed out to me 

that decay in some concrete can be attributed to energy from 

these grids. Please contact me if you have any proof of this 

issue. 
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Does the flow of water in fissures produce electricity? Yes – see 

the next activity. 

Activity 24: Piezo electricity – that is Odd  

Introduction: This refers to the electricity formed through 

underground water flow and chemical reaction in rocks. That 

electricity and its influence can be felt at surface level, and it 

contributes to sick building syndrome and geopathic stress i.e. 

stress from the geology of an area .  

Sometimes buildings are constructed over underground 

lakes/stagnant ponds/streams, and their radiations are toxic. 

This can be dowsed with the Search Mode or the Yes/No 

Mode with either dowsing rods or a pendulum. If you do 

search for geopathic zones use your psychic protections skills. 

Geopathic stress is global problem.  

It is useful to mention that two crossing underground streams 

will generate detrimental energy even though the streams are 

separated by 100 metre depth. Dowsing for these occurrences 

is easy BUT extreme care is required with checks.  

Dowsers are regularly asked to find water even in the UK, both 

for domestic and industrial use. Also dowsers are often asked 

to find sources of geopathic stress which makes some people 

ill. Unless you are exceptional you could take some years to 

gain the confidence and skills to divining water. Skill is needed 

to allay drilling cost of say £1000 a day. 

On the surface, trees may bend into the prevailing wind. This 

will often indicate underground detrimental water flows. These 

flows can also be detected using the Arm Muscle Test. This 

reacts when a person is stood over an affected area. If a 

detrimental response is obtained, ensure they cleared of it as 

soon as the task is finished. 
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If current/voltage is strong enough it will kill you, but so will 

the sun which is both the giver and the taker of life. Further 

miniscule levels of current can adversely affect the central 

nervous system. Do not build over these stressed areas.  

If you want to learn about one man’s drive to show the power 

of water look up Viktor Schauberger.  

The theme for this activity is taken from a booklet called 

“Letter to Robin” which was produced by the American Society 

of Dowsers. I am indebted to Peter Jennings of Farnborough 

who improved on the activity. 

Equipment: A piece of bare copper wire, a plastic water pipe, 

water, a funnel, a plastic bowl, and a sensitive mains tester 

screwdriver. 

Instructions: Attach the funnel to one end of the pipe. Thread 

the bare wire through the water 

pipe and connect the bottom end to 

the mains tester screwdriver. 

Position the pipe over the bowl and 

pour water down the pipe. 

The water running down the 

simulated rock fissure i.e the pipe, 

gives a mili volt reading. We also did 

another experiment using a four 

meter long tube, and we found a 

voltage increase. 

An LED could be attached to the lower end of the wire and will 

be easy to connect and cost pennies. When the water is 

poured through the pipe it will cause the LED to glow. 

Conclusion: This activity simulates underground responses 

such as geopathic stresses. In real life trees will lean away from 
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the electric charge. It is known that the effect of the ground 

current has caused a mare to abort her foal.  

The activity shows the concept of water flow producing current 

but we have no information as to how many people can be 

affected by this natural occurrence. 

But as we learn more we discover that electricity can be 

released from deep underground from rocks and crystals been 

squeezed or pressure released. We know that lightening 

occurs during earthquakes as ground voltage is released or 

created, all of this electricity can affect living beings and 

processes in the area. Dowsing can detect this electricity and 

with practise you will be able to identify the different types of 

voltage and what is causing it. Voltage or electricity will create 

magnetism which also can have an effect on living processes 

and beings. 

As you learn more, try walking across a field and ask your 

dowsing tool to indicate if it finds any ‘energy’ (this could be 

magnetism or electricity) and then investigate further by 

asking relevant questions and seeking the answer from your 

dowsing tool. 
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Activity 25: introduction to yes and no 

pendulum responses 

Introduction: As a reminder, hold the pendulum cord between 

your first two fingers or between thumb and finger, there is no 

right or wrong way in dowsing just the way that works for you 

and typically use about 150 mm of the cord. If the weight is 

too light you might obtain a weak response.  

You now have a tool to indicate yes/positive or negative/no 

responses. You could also say that you will be able to dowse 

for wrong or right. If you are going to advance to using 

dowsing for “alternative” health treatments, you must attain a 

high level of proficiency in your questioning and gauging your 

yes/no responses. 

You can dowse directionally or over a chart/template. The very 

first activity in this book was an example of dowsing 

directionally. 

Yes/no dowsing is also used as a polarity check and is 

important. Dowsing can also be used to find if something is 

alkali or acid. 

Instructions: Find your Yes response by setting your 

pendulum over your right knee and asking: “Pendulum is this 

my right knee?”. The pendulum may gyrate/rotate in a 

clockwise/anti-clockwise rotation which will be your Yes 

response. Check by setting the pendulum over your left knee 

and asking the same question. The pendulum will gyrate in an 

anti-clockwise/clockwise rotation which is your No response. 

And use whatever response is constant for you and check it 

frequently, either way there will be a difference of rotation over 

the different knees. You can use this method in a public area 

and no one will notice what you are doing in a crowd. 
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Extending the activity: Take a used AA battery and hold it 

your hand. Then set the pendulum about 30mm from the 

positive end of the battery. It should turn clockwise.  

Now while the pendulum is gyrating, turn the battery around 

so that the negative end is close to the pendulum. The positive 

gyrations ought to stop almost immediately and start to gyrate 

anti-clockwise. See what rotation the positive and negative 

electrical ends do to your dowsing rotation. 

I found no reason for a spent/dead battery having this effect 

except some very small force. This illustrates that whilst the 

battery appears to be dead there is still some life force in it. 

Conclusion: Rawles and Davis’ in-depth research in 1974 

claimed that the use of a single south pole has a separate 

effect on a living system. We now know that we are involved 

with two charges. This is not a truism of all things because the 

Earth has a South and North pole and we know that the subtle 

electrical energy rotates differently in the southern hemisphere 

than it does in the Northern hemisphere, this is why water 

goes down the plughole in opposite directions in each 

hemisphere.  

But too much of one electrical charge can effect the health of 

living cells. The human body is slightly negatively charged, 

whilst some Trees and many insects are slightly positively 

charged and by engaging with to much of the wrong electricity 

we can make ourselves ill over time. 

 

 

 

Activity 26: improving the taste of water by 
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dowsing 

Equipment: Two cups of tap water. 

Instructions: Ask someone to taste the two cups of tap water 

and to confirm that they taste exactly the same. Ask them to 

select one cup of water for dowsing. Dowse the chosen cup 

with 100-150 positive clockwise gyrations. Ask the taster to 

taste both cups of water again, and they should now notice a 

change in taste between the two cups. Odd but seemingly 

proven by replication.  

Conclusion:  When I have used this activity in talks, I have had 

more agree than disagree with the change of taste. The 

opportunity my talks give to do a taste test is trial by repetition 

and a step towards the concept being proved. 

Whilst on holiday some time ago in France I asked the head 

wine taster for a major UK outlet for his opinion. He confirmed 

a change of taste after dowsing. This makes a good party trick! 

I found this hard to believe until I read that the hydrogen atom 

around the oxygen atom could change from 4 degrees to an 

arc of 180 degrees in cold. This reference is from “Earth 

Acupuncture” by Parker and Susani. As a very long shot I 

assume that this concept might account for a change of taste 

of water when subjected to positive pole pendulum dowsing. 

Perhaps this method might be used on a ships fresh water 

supply to make the water taste sweeter? 
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Activity 27: using the pendulum as part of a 

circuit concept 

Introduction: This can be used in the field when doing 

archaeological work and you are trying to find something. 

Instructions: Choose an object in a room that you want to 

identify – a picture on the wall for example. Stand in the centre 

of the room, facing a different direction from the picture and 

hold the pendulum in one hand. Now point the index finger of 

your free hand at the wall and slowly turn in a circle saying: 

“Pendulum please give me a yes when I am pointing at the 

picture I chose.” The pendulum should gyrate clockwise, in the 

Yes direction, when you are pointing at the correct picture. 

Now repeat the activity and after a few minutes drop your 

finger pointing hand. You should find that the pendulum will 

stop. Raise the pointing finger and the gyration start again. 

Conclusion: I use this to show the concept of a circuit in 

developing an understanding of dowsing. The circuit concept 

being with the subject-tool-brain. The circuit was broken when 

you dropped your finger pointing hand. 

Extending the activity: Two boys were exploring dowsing 

applications with me. They asked me if you could obtain a 

dowsing response through a wall. You can! We put someone 

the other side of a wall and detected where they were by use 

of finger pointing and the pendulum. They confirmed their 

location by knocking on the wall. 

This has implications for hostage situations, and it is yet 

another example of a concept requiring the room to evolve.   
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Activity 28: using the pointing method when 

lost 

Introduction: Imagine that you have come to a crossroads 

whilst hiking and you are not sure which way to go. Your wet 

map is about to pulp because you did not place it in a map 

case and to make things worse you have lost your compass as 

you did not tie it onto the breast pocket button. You can find 

your way by orientating the map pieces to ground features but 

not if surrounded by trees. 

You have learnt a number of ways of route finding and 

planning. Our lost souls can also directionally dowse for the 

best way forward. 

Instructions: Hold your pendulum in one hand and point with 

the other hand. Turn slowly in a circle asking the dowsing 

question: “What is the best route to … from here?” When your 

pendulum produces the strongest gyrations go the way your 

finger is pointing. 

Note that this needs practice and you could make a game of 

this before hiking. You must be precise with your singular 

questions: have both a check question and a back bearing 

Other useful notes: If you are in mountainous conditions you 

can use your pendulum or L rod to halt you when you are, say, 

50 metres from any obstacle/cliff. The response can be shown 

by getting the rod to cross you as though it was barring you. 

This Activity raises another issue in my mind and that is 

developing a natural sense of North. Get a group together and 

ask them to close their eyes. Now get them to turn about 20 

times, then stop and point to North. Now allow them to open 

their eyes still pointing to where they think North is. Use this as 

a party game!  

Activity 29: more pointing: imaginary Bronze 
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Age settlement 

Introduction: Find an open space to which you may obtain 

access to and you cast psychic protection over the site for 

those taking part.  Depending on the size of the event you 

won’t need to be by toilets as everyone will be very near home.  

If you have someone in a wheelchair make sure that they can 

team up with another participant. If you are part of a big event 

see if you can be added to the organisers 3rd party insurance 

policy. Make sure that someone has a charged up mobile 

phone – add to your job list. Wherever you are make sure you 

leave time to clear up if needs be and that includes with intent 

to clear the site of your days energies.   

With your preparation map set out various location of tasks. 

You will lay down energy with intention. So draw a map with 

items on and then In the various locations much like a wizard 

would do create or cast the energy of that item on your map 

but on the ground; which the participants will dowse for. 

Spend a few minutes on the different dowsing methods you 

can use.  

Think about what you want to have in that location and you 

simply cast down the energy on the ground in the same 

manner as casting energy over a bed or resting spot. This is an 

activity in applying intent and of course mapping skills. That 

point extends to choosing a practical map scale.   

When participants have for example found a fireplace, they will 

ask you for a card saying fire pit and place it on the spot.  If 

you are recording their actions then mark on the map where 

someone thinks if the fire pit area..  

Depending on the number of participants you will need to 

collect the cards as you might have 5 people claiming to have 
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found the location of a fire pit in different locations!! 

Make some cardboard points/cards for the participants. 

Suggest that they use the titles in their rod or pendulum 

searches and to lay them on the ground face downwards on 

the ground with such things as: 

 there was a cooking fire here 

 this is a boundary marker -  say have  ten – fifteen 

cards, and set out ten 

 this is the entrance to a hut  

 mentally set down the size/ boundary of the hut 

 this is where skins are drying  

 this is the location of a narrow stream, now dried and 

covered in  

 this is a burial ground  

 five people buried here –dowse for location and how 

many  

All of your actions will entail INTENT and that is what you do 

and when the tasks are finished you mentally clear the area 

and intend to so clear. Intent is an energy and in the near 

future I maybe saying that it is a form of telekinesis. 

Conclusion: You can now get some idea of the different ways 

of applying dowsing tools and search for history without 

digging for it. This mimics some research which Waverley 

Dowsers did in a Farnborough Park in Hampshire to plot an 

old farm building to aid the local historian.    
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Activity 30: starting to find underground 

things 

Introduction: This activity builds on an Activity earlier in the 

book where you tried to find the location of a rope under a car 

cover. This task simulates a search for hidden things and 

blocked drains. 

Equipment: Rope or old washing line, and a car 

cover/tarpaulin, and 2 L rods. 

Instructions: Tie some loose knots in the rope and lay it on 

the ground. Cover it with the car cover. Ask your rods to close 

across your chest when you cross a knot. Now walk slowly 

along the covered-up rope to identify the position of the 

knots. This simulates searching for blocked drains. Do not get 

too eager by walking fast otherwise you may miss something. 

Also remember to dip the rod after each question to reset your 

rods. 

When you’ve finished, check under the car cover – did you find 

all the knots?  

Extending the activity: Now for a drain in your garden. Start  

with a number of attempts at approaching 90 degrees to the 

drain you are searching for. You could do finger pointing 

dowsing with the pendulum. 

When you have found the drain, check for direction of flow by 

dowsing using one or two rods, then lay marker flags over the 

alignment. 

Now ask an adult helper to lift the drain cover to see if you 

have identified the direction of flow. If the flow appears 

sluggish you may have a real obstruction issue. 

Other uses of this skill: This experience will help you in  
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searching for drains/cables or, for instance, old foundations. 

The skill used here will enable you to offer help to the local 

history group. They might seek help to dowse for old farm 

buildings AND to see if there is any relationship between the 

on-site dowsing and a copy of the 1800’s OS map. 

Activity 31: simulating pipe flow 

Introduction: This activity coaches you in finding flow 

direction, and flow quantity which you can dowse for. You will 

be able to count pipe depth.  

Equipment: A piece of garden hose approximately 10 metres 

long, 2 corks, a funnel, water, and your choice of 2 L rods or a 

pendulum. 

Instructions: Fill the pipe 70% full of water and cork both 

ends. Ask a friend to hold the pipe and to lift one end of the 

pipe to make the water flow. Stand over the pipe with your 

rods or pendulum and you’ll be able to detect the flow with 

your dowsing tool since it will turn or swing in the direction of 

the flow. 

Extending the activity: You could dowse the pipe for flow 

rate and check that from tap flow. See later in this book for 

instructions on dowsing counting. 

Activity 32: deflecting energies 

This is a simple activity to show that energies can be deflected 

– think Feng Shui.  
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Activity 33: visualisation 

Introduction: You have already had a little experience in 

visualisation when looking for auras. Now you’ll find that you 

can search for drains/energy or energy lines. 

Equipment: A 2B pencil and some white paper. 

Instructions: On white paper create a smudge line using a 2B 

pencil with a lot of bare tip. Use the side of the pencil not the 

point. That smudge is similar to the aura around your 

fingers/body or over a pipe. 

Now with the smudge in mind squint gaze over a 

field/classroom/scout hut/church to see if you can register a 

grey mist or fog smudge. If you see many smudges you could 

also be correct. 

Conclusion: This is another instance where simplicity allows a 

concept to be followed. If you are able to recognise 

“smudges”, it will speed up your field work. Lines of smudges 

might be noticed in the Bronze Age village scenario which we 

looked at earlier. 

Extending the Activity: Have a go at “over the horizon 

dowsing” – i.e. when the subject is out of sight. This is known 

as distant dowsing and it’s hard sometimes for even 

experienced dowsers to accept distant dowsing. This evolved 

through the work of Colonel Bell RE in the 1930s. 
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Activity 34: understanding one particular 

Mudra 

Introduction: The reason for inserting this activity is to show 

the diversity of dowsing and related matters and to help you 

realise that valuable knowledge has been lost over the past  

3,000 years; hiding the value of Eastern Medicine. No 

conventional medicines are needed and thus there are no side 

effects. 

The Mudra system has many applications using fingers on 

nerve points  and /acupuncture points. This very simple action 

of holding the fingers in the manner shown could save a life.  

 

This is where we separate fun and serious dowsing. It places 

Mudras on the same need to know level as CPR. All of this 

further requires study for yourself. 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 35: de-stressing for the family on a 
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day-to-day basis 

Introduction: The following can be distantly connected to 

Mudras. It has to be used with intent and you might have to 

work at it to evolve the right level of thought. You need to do 

it in the same way that dogs tense and relax with a deep 

breath, then quickly go limp and then sleep. The observation 

on dogs is an example of learning from your environment. 

Instructions: Touch thumbs and both 

index fingers together, or thumbs and all 

of the fingers. At the same time, cross 

the legs at the ankles. This will stop 

energy being drained off by others. 

“The Aura” by Ted Andrews -  the 

diagram shows how to use your posture 

to prevent your body being drained of 

energy by closing off the circuit of your 

energy. 

Some points to ponder on: Anxiety and stress come from 

different sources and may be the result of previous issues: for 

example, being made redundant, failing an exam, having to 

watch abuse, going to a new class, or chronic pain. Other 

things might cause your family stress such as the loss of trees,  

a council’s decision about removing a playground, or a youth 

club closing. 

This is one of the reasons why stress reducing activities have 

been included in this book. A Waverley Dowsers member has 

said that it’s important to draw people’s attention to the fact 

that many things in the community can create anxiety, which 

can be more harmful than being subjected to electronic smog. 
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Activity 36: Releasing Stress with Acupressure by Tapping a 
Sensitive Location.  

Introduction: The body has several sensitive locations which can be 
activated (or deactivated) by inserting fine needles. This requires 
serious training in Acupuncture. As opposed to finger tapping similar 
sensitive locations; a technique which is known as Acupressure . 

This activity introduces Acupressure at the Collar Bone and the 
Karate Chopping location using Finger tapping. Both of which are 
easily learnt. This is part of what is known as the Emotional Freedom 
Technique (EFT) and is practiced globally. The practice is like a 
railway system with various locations i.e stations, , warehouses’ as 
stress is stored there and branch lines The tapping system removes 
stress resonance and stimulates the body to correct itself.  

  

Instructions: You need to find the acupressure location, just below 
the collar bone (see LH picture). You might be able to feel the point 
(feels right) or maybe dowse for it?  Try lightly tapping this area with 
two fingers. Say, twenty or so to help relieve any stress you may be 
feeling. 

Children may find the Karate location easier. This uses the soft edge 
below the little finger of either hand (see RH picture).   Judge the 
effectiveness of your tapping by doing a before and after check using 
the Gigahertz Scale (as your stress level indicator) and/ or using an 
Arm Muscle Test (AMT), if convenient. You could use this skill to  tap 
prior to an exam paper or to help a friend who may be anxious. to 

tap for themselves. Further you cannot over tap. The action is 

harmless, yet can be very effective. However, if in doubt, you can 
pendulum-dowse for the correct location to tap: as well as the 
number of times. This can all be done unobtrusively, i.e. not recognised, 

as such, by others around you. author mike.haxeltine@talktalk.net  

mailto:mike.haxeltine@talktalk
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Activity 36: understanding body and dowsing 

polarity 

Introduction: This activity is meant to explain the concept of 

polarity in non-technical language i.e. in non-scientific ways.  

The concept of body polarity is rejected by many scientists but 

so are many things rejected by scientists, globally. Let us 

repeat an early activity again i.e. getting the dowsing rod to 

point to your nose. Many scientists say this cannot happen but 

you have replicated the activity again. The polarity of your 

bodies electrical circuit can change, due to stress, diet standing 

under fluorescent lights, under a Tree etc.. this is not a 

problem for your health but it may make your dowsing change 

and your L rod or pendulum will provide opposite answers to 

the correct one. If unsure use your check question with your 

dowsing, ask ‘is my name …..’ and say your name, this will 

provide a dowsing answer and you can confirm which way 

your L rod or pendulum swings, to indicate your YES answer. 

A point to ponder on is that Radiesthesia (another word for 

dowsing) is seemingly allied to the unified field i.e. everything 

is related.   

I assume, for example, the Chinese appear to have understood 

the unified field some 5,000 years ago. They understood the 

concept of positive and negative and called one pole Yang and 

the other pole Yin, This culture is slowly finding its way into 

Western life through, for example, medicine and buildings. 

To explain polarity, I have made a model for you to replicate if 

you would like to – please contact me for instructions on how 

to make your own. I use this to illustrate the existence of 

spirals of energy, positive and negative, in a molecule of 

animate or inanimate cells. That energy is dowsable. 
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Imagine you are looking at a molecule of anything. Inside this 

you have protons and neutrons zipping  around a nucleus and 

generating positive energy in one direction and negative in 

another. This model suggests how you get repulsion and 

attraction; as you would with two magnets.  

Somehow this is all linked to the concept of the unified field 

and the positive and negative reaction is what dowsers and 

some others sense without realising. 

Along the way different energies in spirals get carried and this 

is seemingly how information has been carried and stored, and 

how we should exist in balance with everything around us.  

I have just explained in fifty words the whole of physics 

present, past and future. I think I may have missed a few points 

along the route! Whatever, I hope that you have gained an 

appreciation of the meaning of concept. 

As a reminder you do not have to know technical things to 

dowse and you proved this to yourself with your very first 

Activity. 

The model is shown below 

and is made from a 

transparent chocolate box. If 

you look on the top of the 

box, one end is labelled 

North and the other is the 

South pole. 

If you were to hold the model cell upwards, then this 

represents the changeover point of positive - negative energy 

in a plant i.e. the change from root to shoot.  

You now know what the hypocotyl region is. That can be easily 

seen in a broad bean seed geminating.  
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The Bloch Wall which is the changeover point from positive to 

negative spin, and we’ll look more at this in the next activity. 

The spiral wires in the model also represent positive and 

negative spin, and links up with acidity and alkalinity; which is 

something for more advanced dowsing: for you and for me.   

As I mentioned earlier, Rawls and Davis found in their research 

on magnetism and biology that the North and South pole 

spins of energy were different in their effect on cells. The effect 

was that positive spin enhanced growth and negative 

suppressed cell growth.  

We saw in an earlier activity that for most people a positive 

response from a pendulum is in a clockwise direction. 

However, some people experience temporary polarity reversal.  

Body polarity can change with shock and might account for 

possible changes after gun fire: which could last.  That has not 

been researched to my knowledge and I have been thwarted in 

creating a dialog with various sources which will be on my 

conscious for a long time.   

However Rawls & Davis have given a very good description of 

body polarity which seems to be the first reference I have seen 

to Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. Dowsing and related 

therapies can help to reduce the impact on the disorder which 

adversely affects service and ex-service families, 24/7 families.  
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Activity 37: finding the Bloch Wall 

Equipment: A bar magnet, and a pendulum. 

Instructions: Find the Bloch Wall of the bar magnet by using 

your pendulum and pointing. If you can, try and split the bar 

magnet at the Bloch Wall and dowse again for the point of 

change. Each piece broken off acts like a bar magnet and has a 

Bloch Wall. 

Extending the activity: Obtain various materials e.g. plastic 

tube and dowse for the Bloch Wall. Move back a little and then 

forward and the point where that crosses against you should 

be the same as your first dowsing. You could finger point with  

rod in the other hand and that will cross you at the correct 

point. Mark a dot with a felt tip marker to show your response 

point. This hones your search skills. 

Conclusion: So now you are reinforcing the point that just 

because you cannot see something it does not mean that it is 

not there. This applies to energies in a house, community or in 

a person. We have to appreciate this when we balance the 

body polarity.  

Activity 38: looking at the life force of 

microwaved water  

Introduction: The Odd thing is that dowsing can be used in 

searching for life force. You could call it the soul based on 

recent research into trees, plants, animals and humans. 

When Bovis, the French Archaeologist, in the early 1930s 

searched for life force he evolved a unit of measure for life 

force. His measure was a Bovis Unit. In a way it functions like a 

thermometer does noting degrees of heat or coldness. The life 

force is neither magnetism nor electricity. However, you have 
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life force. Develop it helping others. You could be the person 

to find what this force is when you are older. 

Whatever your belief, you will experience life force in some 

way without realising. This could well show up as a lack of 

energy or an excess, and plants can have parallel responses. 

Let’s now look at replicating an activity originally carried out by 

a group of youngsters at a Danish school. They used 

microwaved water to see what the effect, if any, would be on 

the life force of some plants/seedlings. 

Equipment: Cress seeds, some pieces of kitchen roll, 2 saucers, 

A and B markers, 2 cups of water marked A and B. 

Instructions: Microwave cup of water B until it boils. Fold the 

pieces of kitchen roll to make two tissue pads. Place on the 

saucers with the A and B markers. Moisten the tissue pads with 

water from the relevant cups and place some cress seeds on 

them. Place on a windowsill somewhere that has good light. 

Why not ask your friends to participate? This will be good 

experience in co-ordinating a group experiment. 

Over the next seven 

days, keep the tissue 

pads moist with water 

from the correct cups. 

What do you notice? 

After seven days there 

should be a 

significantly higher 

level of growth in 

saucer A compared to saucer B with the microwaved water. 

Further studies show that the radiation generated by wireless 

routers is also negatively affecting our health 
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Activity 39: the work of Dr Emoto and his ice 

crystals 

Introduction: Let’s now take a look at the research of Dr 

Emoto who died in 2014. He found that if you praised water in 

a glass tube then froze the phials you would get beautiful 

symmetrical ice crystals, but if you shouted negatively at the 

same water and froze it, you would get asymmetrical ugly ice 

crystals. The glass tubes are also called phials. He did this with 

other phials of water from different sources and found when 

each were frozen they to produced ice crystals of different 

patterns.  

Thus, a phial of water shouted at or phial which was obtained 

from a polluted source was asymmetrical but if sung to the ice 

would be lovely symmetrical ice crystals. 

As we are made up of a large percentage of water this 

observation has huge implications for our own bodies/trees 

and, I suspect, even bacteria. 

Water can give life and take it away and it can carry poisons, 

and good or bad subtle energies, and something else. Let us 

call that “something “life force”. 

Conclusion: However. I note that on the current information 

available to me ice crystals of microwaved water have not been 

published. I need, with your help, to start a simple discussion 

on the effect on human systems of microwaved water and 

foods prepared by microwaving. 

If you older members of the family really want to look into 

“The Biology of Belief”, look up the work of Bruce H Lipton, 

PhD.  My short discussion shows that youngsters and low-cost 

experiments can make a contribution to science. Dr Emoto’s 

work might be the evidence needed to show that blessing 
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food and preparing it with love  has some credence. What do 

you think? 

Activity 40: starting out with pyramids 

Introduction: Pyramids and their energies have been known 

about for thousands of years. They collect and generate 

energies which can influence people and plants. The energies 

are seemingly akin to the “life force“ which can be dowsed for. 

The origin of the energy inside the pyramid is still open to 

speculation. Anton Bovis devised a measure, which I refer to in 

this book as a Bovis Unit. If you wish to learn more, look up 

Anton Bovis in my Book “Bovis Units in Every Day Life” which is 

viewable on Academia.edu. 

Many pyramids are made to mirror the shape of the Egyptian 

Cheops pyramid with sides at an angle of fifty-one degrees 

fifty-one  minutes. The Bosnian Pyramids are even older than 

the Egyptian ones, but both remain a mystery as to how they 

function. The Odd thing is that energies can be generated 

even without the sides being enclosed such as a wire pyramid. 

In Victorian times pyramid glass cloches were marketed. I 

assume that this was no accident, but by design, as life force 

was recognised in Germany about this time. Your grandparents 

might recall for you that in the 1960s you could  buy a pyramid 

shape to sit under to relax. 

Let’s now make our own pyramid to use in the next set of 

activities. 

Equipment: plastic tubes, contact adhesive and cardboard. 

Instructions: Make an angle template from the cardboard so 

that you can get the correct angle on the upper tubes of the 

pyramid. Firstly, make the base. I suggest 0.5 x 0.5 metres and 
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stick the four base tubes together. Thus you have formed a 

square. Now make the next tube set. Place each tube against 

the template, mark each top and hacksaw the uprights. The 

bottoms and the tops can now be stuck, giving you a portable 

pyramid. 

Activity 41: assessing pyramid energy 

Equipment: A stick like a spent rocket stick, and your 

pendulum. 

Instructions: Set the pyramid down with space to dowse. Hold 

the stick in one hand and your pendulum in the other. Insert 

the stick through the side, to the middle, of the pyramid and 

give momentum to the pendulum as you raise or lower the 

stick. When you get to about two thirds from the base the 

pendulum ought to start to turn clockwise in the Yes mode. If 

it does not gyrate, try the dowsing question: “Pendulum please 

show me the maximum energy point within the pyramid. 

Point to ponder on: Because of possible changes in the 

global village we might find ourselves with difficulty in finding 

water. You need to be told about this, and this is a reason for 

having a local plan of at least 30 years forward. 
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Activity 42: feeling the positive effects of 

pyramid energy 

Introduction: This activity shows that there appear to be 

positive effects from sitting under a pyramid. 

Equipment: The pyramid you made, and your L rods. 

Instructions: Find a volunteer and ask for dowsing 

permissions to check their aura. Now dowse their physical aura 

with the dowsing question: “Rod please cross across my chest 

at the boundary of (name of person’s) physical aura.” Make a 

note of the size of the aura 

Now place the pyramid on 

the shoulders of your 

volunteer and wait for 15 

minutes. Then remove the 

pyramid and take the aura 

reading again. The aura 

should have increased.  

 

 

Conclusion: This activity is astounding in that it allows you to 

check the before and after effects of your actions – in this case 

the aura of a person. This is naturally a very personal thing 

which is why you seek consent to dowse first. 

The condition of the aura  is an indicator to a trained person of 

your subject’s health, be it plant or human. You could dowse 

for how long the subject should be under the device. 

You could help yourself by placing a pyramid over your head 

before an exam. 
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Activity 43: other uses for your pyramid 

Helping plants to thrive: You can use a pyramid to help ailing 

plants to thrive. Of course, any experiment like this should 

have a control, so place another plant about a metre away as 

the control – this will enable you to see if there really is any 

difference.  

The picture shows how a sweet 

pea plant is being helped by 

being under the pyramid, 

elevated to two thirds of the 

way up the pyramid for the 

maximum energy. Strangely, 

the plant now under the 

pyramid was the original 

control plant but hardly grew 

compared to the left-hand plant originally under the pyramid! 

Storing food at camp under a hanging pyramid: I suggest 

that you need four herrings, your pyramid, two old T-shirts and 

string. Hang up two herrings from a tree inside a tied up T- 

shirt. Now fix two herrings within the pyramid and cover with 

another T-shirt and hang that on a different part of the tree! 

Those herrings in the pyramid should stay fresher than those 

outside the influence of the pyramid.  

I was recently told that this was taught to pilots on their 

survival course. You can do this Activity at camp or in the 

garden. 

Keeping razor blades sharp: During World War 2 the British 

soldiers found that by hanging their razor blades in the upper 

two thirds of a pyramid they would sharpen. This happened to 

change the structure of the metal; such is the power of the 

pyramid energy. The Odd thing is that this has been patented 

by a Hungarian in the 1960s. 
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Activity 44: changing the behaviour of ants 

Introduction: For this activity, you need a location where ants 

appear to go in and out of holes. It appears that ants prefer 

negative polarity energy exit holes (as do foxes). 

Equipment: Your pendulum. 

Instructions: Dowse the energy of the ant holes to confirm 

that they are contain negative energy. Makes some small 

pyramids and place them over ant exit holes to see if the 

pyramids deter ants. 

You can also try using your pendulum to give the exit holes 

positive energy. Try 100 positive gyrations first. If it does not 

work at first, try another fifty gyrations. Dowsing over ant exit 

holes has been most successful for me – I have had a 95% 

success rate!   

Conclusion: Let’s examine this environmentally and ethically. 

We need to bear in mind that you might be depriving birds of 

food which, although minor, shows how one action might 

create an adverse situation in another place or part of the food 

chain e.g. driving the problem somewhere else and not 

actually tackling the problem. We can say that we are not 

dealing with the problem holistically. This is a useful summary: 

 You used no chemicals 

 Ants will sting, so you have prevented that happening 

to a child 

 You have deprived the birds who are insect feeders 

from having a meal at that feeding point 

 You have moved the problem on to another place 

 You have more appreciation of the inter connectedness 

of our environment.  

 You have seen, the yet to be fully proven, effect of a 

minute amount of positive polarity energy on life, albeit 
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ants and their exit holes 

Extending the activity: We’ve seen how positive gyrations 

gives positive energy. If you get stung by nettles, try taking the 

sting out by doing 100 positive gyrations with your pendulum. 

Why not have a go at removing other pain and let me know of 

your successes! 

Activity 45: understanding witnesses and 

interrupters 

Introduction: Rightly or wrongly I see witnesses and 

interrupters having similar technical properties. However, their 

action is different as the interrupter interrupts, whereas the 

witness aids the dowsing process. 

The use of witnesses has been known about for hundreds of 

years. For instance, if you are dowsing for a particular drinking 

water source you might simply use intent and dowse with any 

tool eg a single rod or forked stick. To speed up your work you 

might tape to your chosen tool a phial of the water of the 

quality you are dowsing for. Your tool will respond to that 

phial and nothing else. It is suggested that you look up the 

work of RILKO who deal with research into ancient lost 

knowledge. 

In the 1930s a box of engineered dowsing tools was sold to 

the building trade. It had two features. One, the kit contained a 

variety of witnesses of various materials. The second feature  

was small cross to wear whilst dowsing. I interpret this as 

recognition of detrimental energies. and the need to protect 

the user. The box was marketed as the “Revealer” in the 1930s. 

Another odd thing is the use of the horseshoe to ward off 

“baddies”. The horseshoe is like the letter Ohm which is used 

by some practitioners to deal with geopathic stress in houses.  
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Why? That would make a good PhD subject for you! I have 

used Ohm only once. This was successful in deflecting 

detrimental energies in a house. Also note that the Ohm is a 

sound used in meditation. 

No attempt is made at present (the year 2019) to avoid 

building houses over potentially geo stressed areas as they did 

in Medieval times prior to 1540’s. Now in more up-to-date 

times there is a German Institute - Bau Biologie – biology of 

buildings. They study detrimental energies. If you wish to 

follow this up look up Roy Riggs’s web site. 

Ponder, how did people in ancient times know about subtle 

energies as they were not scientists? However, they were 

sensitive and intuitive. It is likely that that combination led 

them to try things and the process evolved according to 

results. 

Activity 46: showing the interrupter at work 

Introduction: An odd thing connected with interrupters was 

the Medieval use of a sprig of Rowan Ash nailed over the door 

to ward off detrimental spirits. Rowan is known as the Witches 

Tree, perhaps the two purposes are tied together. 

Equipment: Some sort of wooden stand (I used a wooden 

wine bottle stand from a car boot sale), a coin, a plastic bowl, 

some water, a sprig of Rowan Ash, 

your pendulum. 

Instructions: Place a coin under 

the stand and dowse for the 

presence of the coin – you will get 

a positive response. 

Place a bowl on the stand and 
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dowse for the coin – again you will get a positive response. 

Now fill the bowl with water, and again you will get a positive 

response when you dowse for the coin. 

Now dowse again and, as you are dowsing, place the Rowan 

Ash sprig over the bowl, and dowse over that. You will find 

that the gyrations of the pendulum stop, indicating 

interruption. 

Conclusion: dowsing can be done through plastic/water but is 

interrupted by a Rowan Ash sprig which has been known 

about since Medieval times. How does a Rowan Ash sprig 

appear to act as an interrupter? You could ask your biology  

teacher what could be happening. 

Extending the activity: Try freezing some of the objects 

before testing them and see if this affects your dowsing. Email 

me your results! 

Referring back to the activity where we used aluminium foil as 

an interrupter, what other interrupters can you find? 

Throughout history, people have thrown a pinch of salt over 

their shoulder to ward off the Devil. Salt is an interrupter. Can 

you think of an activity to show this? 

Important note: Before cutting the Rowan Ash sprig, ASK 

PERMISSION from both the tree and the owner. If people 

laugh at you for talking to the tree, refer them to the research 

of Callahan and Backster about plants communicating. 
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Activity 47: experimenting with dowsing and 

language 

Introduction: Here is an Odd thing about dowsing – you can 

do it in different languages as we found in a fun experiment 

during a Mothers and Daughters Dowsing Workshop run by 

Waverley Dowsers in Godalming. We tried German and French 

as they are taught in schools. The Odd thing is that the rods or 

pendulums can be asked questions in French or German and 

will obtain a correct response to either a pendulum or rod. 

Conclusion: This points to the importance of intent and the 

apparent universal wave (my description of Schumann Wave 

Resonance). Could this experiment be an example of 

Schumann waves working at 7 Hertz.  The brain resonates at  

around 7 Hertz as well as trees and soil. 

Extending the activity: Try this on a dog by giving it 

commands in another language and see what the responses is. 

I have not tried this recently.  

There is an opportunity to work with your town twinning 

group. So next time you are at a town twinning event try 

saying to your rod in German: “Please point to (a named 

person)” and your rod ought to point to the named person.  

Try and set up other experiments 

Activity 48: an example of hidden forces 

Introduction: Hidden forces are all around us. Wind is a 

hidden force,  but it is so strong sometimes that it is felt but 

not seen, nor has it polarity. Magnetism and electricity follow a 

similar theme. However, they have polarity but not any 

radiation. This assumes that I am reading nature correctly.  

Radiation is an energy like the sun and will burn you. Another 
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wave length is used for X-Rays. Those rays are hidden forces. 

Forces around us. Electricity has various names, Radiation, X-

Rays, Ultra Waves, Infra red Waves, Radio waves etc.. but all are 

different frequencies and power ratios. 

The movement of a dowsing rod or the swing of a pendulum is 

example of real hidden forces. Thought is also a hidden force 

and so is intent. See the model of the cell from earlier in the 

book. 

Two magnets together will attract or repel by magnetism, it is 

a hidden force.  

Instructions: You need two bar magnets about 20 mm long. 

Place one magnet on top of your hand and the other magnet 

under the hand and the magnets will stay attached to your 

hand. Turn the top magnet around, and the attraction will have 

been interrupted and the lower magnet will fall.  

We can show that magnetism, for good or bad, can go 

through the body and thus plants. 

Note, if magnetism can go through your hand so it can at a 

detrimental level. A cell has the following states, inanimate -

dead, positive, neutral and negative, good or bad, north and 

south. The hidden force of dowsing can allow cells to function 

in balance.  

Next we need to recognise cosmic forces and the moon. The 

forces act but are not seen. The attraction is so great that it will 

attract water, as in tides. The cosmic forces will adversely affect  

behaviour in humans and animals.  It affects water and ground 

energy veins. They exert an effect on the world and its 

inhabitants. They are hidden forces as are our feelings; which 

can be transmitted. All this is in parallel with climate change 

issues which brings us back to issues of interrelatedness, which 

is one of the themes of this book. 
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However, as we evolve our studies we will also realise that 

different frequencies of light equals different matter. Here the 

word matter is meant to cover “anything living or not living”.  

This is challenged as are other parts of science.  

Living is meant to cover organic and animate. Non-living is 

meant to cover inorganic and inanimate. Soil is inorganic, for 

example sand particles, AND organic like humus. Soil acts as a 

battery to take in energies like Schumann Waves, and then 

sends out resonating waves which benefits anything organic. 

The soil is charged from global lightning strikes.  

The Schumann Waves are partly formed from lightning strikes 

around the world and they are necessary for the health of all 

living matter. A problem appears to be escalating which could 

affect families, globally, in that the battery is being built over. It 

seems that no one has assessed the implications, if any, of this 

critical development of soil loss. The problem, if it exists, is not 

recognised by the planning policy guidance from the 

Government by which planning councils have to bide. You 

need to be asked to be informed. 

Next, we need to grasp there is a level of inter relatedness 

globally and we are members of that village – a global village. 

Schumann Wave resonance works in unison with active earth 

grids like the Hartmann and Curry Grids.    

Magnetic things of different poles and strengths hold things 

together. Poles are of two kinds of energy. At this stage, 

chemistry enters the realms of physics. The chemistry switches 

our systems on and off in humans and plants and trees.  

The on and off is part of our body follows our gene make up. 

The switching process can be put out of balance – dysfunction 

– and be interrupted by bacteria and other energies like 

pollution. The balance has to be restored. Dowsers can divert 
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dysfunction to allow conventional medicine to work. This 

reinforces the need to hone your basic skills for whatever tool 

you use. 

The earth has two poles and so do our body, trees, and many 

other materials in our everyday life. The fact is that Schumann 

Wave Resonances in soil, humans and trees is approximately 

7.8 Hertz and that is a balance which needs to be kept. It was 

found that the Resonance was vital to the good performance  

of astronauts’ health. 

All dysfunction, however it is has been caused, needs to be 

looked for before disease takes hold. Dowsers need to be 

healthy and not dysfunctional in order to help others. That is 

no different to everyday life is it? There are “alternative” and 

“complementary” means to rebalance humans and trees.  

Conclusion: Subtle forces can be manmade, or from the earth 

– telluric, or from the cosmos – cosmic forces of which there 

are many. A reminder, the moon is a force which affects 

humans and tides.  

Activity 49: the energy of colour  

Introduction: Crystals, stones and colour are related 

geologically. Colour per se has resonance which is a study on 

its own. You could dowse for the colour which affects your 

family and you.  

However, there are other aspects of colour which needs 

consideration like room colour which I think is a subject for 

another book. Dowse for the ideal colour of your bedroom and 

what your check questions will be. You can do the same thing 

for other members of the family. 

You might need calming colours. You might have heard the 

saying being in the pink! What does it mean? 
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Conclusion: Now leading onto colour we are now on the 

fringe of colour therapy in which all of your family can 

participate. 

Activity 50: the energy of stones  

To appreciate the subtle effects of energy from “stones” obtain 

a piece of rose quartz and/or amethyst or any other crystal 

stone which you may be attracted to.  

Hold the stone in either hand and turn it repeatedly in your 

hand. You will start to feel its energy.  

That is the stone resonating with you, even if it only weighs a 

few grams. Make a little pouch to keep it in.  

Try different stones to see which one has the resonance that 

you prefer. I keep a piece of amethyst in my pocket when 

giving talks as generally it has a calming effect.   

Semi-precious and precious stones of various colours and 

frequencies can be beneficial to our bodies in different ways.  

Carry a piece of amethyst with you into your next exam and 

remember your breathing.  

There are other stones you can use. This is not a Mickey Mouse 

suggestion since it works once you develop sensitivity to it.  

Here is an Odd question: Why in some religious head  dress do 

you find a blue stone? 

Conclusion: If you wish to advance your learning about 

crystals I suggest you get from the library one of the books on 

crystals such as “The Power of Gems and Crystals” by Soozi 

Holbeche. 

Activity 51: some more points to ponder on 

Microwaves: Microwaves are also subtle energies, which can 
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be harmful.  That is debatable and I have been told that the 

Russian’s banned microwave ovens some time ago. This 

activity encourages you to delve into a technical subject which 

could affect your daily life and might encourage you to study 

the subject as a profession.  

You can detect the energy/force/aura from a microwave oven 

with a dowsing rod before cooking, during and afterwards.  

Television Screens: The older screens of television and PCs  

give/gave off subtle detrimental energy. A recent item in the 

Daily Express stated that TV screens were creating eye 

problems for teenagers.  

Possible Remedy – in the same manner you check for the aura 

of a person, find the boundary of effect of a screen. Now with 

one rod push the energy back to the screen. Now check the 

boundary of influence which should be now only a few 

centimetres from the screen. You might have to do this a 

couple of times. It only takes seconds which might improve 

your sight. 

You could make an additional Check using the Gigahertz scale. 

Electrical Substations: If you live near an electrical substation 

you can check for emissions. You must not get too near to the. 

Apparatus. This is like aura dowsing. First dowse for the 

boundary of influence. Use a Rod held in front of you and walk 

forward. 

Ask the dowsing question: “Rod please show me the boundary 

of any detrimental energy from this substation by crossing 

onto me”.  

Clutter: Clutter holds bad energy. See if you can find a 

cluttered room, and dowse the energy of the room. Now find 

an uncluttered room and see how the energy differs. 
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A Final Odd Thing: It was a dowser who found the clean water 

supply for the Cola Factory in Switzerland. 

Activity 52: using the Arm Muscle Test (AMT) 

Introduction: Trees, animals and human have circuits and  

switches. The switches are called Chakras and they have been 

known about for hundreds of years. They can be found using 

Arm Muscle Testing directly with a subject, or through another 

person known as a surrogate, or direct dowsing.  

The Arm Muscle Test has many mentions. It is a vital, easy to 

learn test on its own or used in conjunction with other 

dowsing procedures. It can be used distantly or directly. Also It 

is an indicator of the state of health of a tree, person or animal 

or seemingly a machine. I suggest that the Gigahertz scale is 

used with AMT. 

Equipment: a friend and a piece of food. 

Instructions: Ask your fiend to hold a piece of food to their 

throat with one hand, and to hold their other arm outwards 

with the palm parallel to the ground. Now ask your friend to 

think about the piece of food whilst you apply light downward 

pressure on their the wrist of their outstretched arm. If the arm 

stays firm that is good. However, if the arm fails to stay firm 

then it can be assumed the piece of food is not good for your 

friend. So, if the arm stays firm, the situation is good, if not, 

their health could fail. 

Now ask your friend to think about their best holiday. Do the 

Arm Muscle Test again to see what the results are.  

Their arm should stay firm. 
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Activity 53: using the AMT when walking 

under a ladder 

Introduction: This activity shows one of the many applications 

of the Arm Muscle Test. In this case the quantity of goodness 

or badness. We are all familiar with the old saying that you 

should never walk under a ladder, and the inference is that you 

might be harmed, like getting paint on you. This activity aims 

to verify (or not) the truth of this saying. 

Instructions: Place 

a ladder against a 

wall and ask a friend 

to stay under it for a 

minute. An aura and 

Gigahertz Scale 

check was carried 

out before, during 

and after the 

experiment. 

Results: The essence of the results was a slight increase in the 

aura and the Gigahertz Scale reading. The AMT was also used 

and the result was no ill effect. 

Conclusion: If nothing falls on you whilst walking under a 

ladder you will monetarily have a slight improvement to your 

general health at that point in time. The only explanation I can 

give is the ladder and the wall formed a notional cone which 

has energising properties. 

However, to really prove or disprove this you/we need to run a 

clinical trial with many replications. We could also try this 

experiment using other structures.  

Note that there was no control in the above experiment.    
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Activity 54: using the AMT with energy lines 

Introduction: when you use the AMT with a subject you 

should always check that they are not standing over any form 

of energy line as that could distort the results. Leylines are 

being accepted as lines of energy in a straight alignment of 

five features e.g. five churches over 25 miles which have their 

own energy. In any event this implies man made as opposed to 

natural. A natural energy line is not straight and may go on for 

kilometres so do not overlook psychic protection.   

This activity enables you to use the AMT to test the impact of 

energy lines. 

Instructions: Find a detrimental or an energy line OR lay one 

down by casting your hand. Next stand someone over the 

outer edge of the energy line and Arm Muscle Test them. You 

might have to shuffle them slightly to get their feet and spine 

over the edge of the line.  Now test  - a firm arm indicates no 

detriment to the subject and a failing arm detriment. You 

could gauge the level of detriment using the Gigahertz Scale. 

Now move your subject away from the line. Ask them to think 

of their best holiday and then AMT them. The arm ought to 

stay firm.  Continue until the arm tests firm and rub out the 

intent line by casting away with your hand over the area. 

Extending the activity: You could AMT to check if your desk 

at school is over a detrimental energy and if your rabbits’ 

hutch is over detrimental energy. Also you could check if your 

family compost heap is over negative detrimental energy 

which is good for bacteria and fungi, which thrive in such 

conditions.  

If one of your friends finds it hard to sleep you could give 

them breathing lessons and check if their bed is over a 
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detrimental energy line using AMT or dowsing . 

Conclusion: This amazing recent discovery of AMT is being 

used by all manner of health professionals involved in 

generating well-being.  It can give an immediate test for good 

or bad. 

Activity 55: using AMT on trees 

Instructions: Find a tree which is obviously diseased and ask 

the tree’s permission to do an AMT. Ask an assistant to stand 

touching the tree with the other arm held out for AMT. This is 

surrogacy in use. 

Now develop a template to ascertain what is wrong with the 

tree through questions. For example: “Tree, are you in 

dysfunction through a bacterial disease?” And then try 

nutrition, wrong soil and so on. Now depending on the 

question, the arm ought to show weak or strong. 

Conclusion: When you stand in for someone in the above 

manner, it is called surrogacy. You could do this for a baby or 

an unconscious person.  

You need to understand the meaning of the word “ethics”. In 

very simple terms it means you must act in your subject’s best 

interests be it human, animal or tree. That brings the circle 

back to interrelatedness. I ask you to appreciate that I have 

rightly or wrongly treated trees like humans.  

Further reading: I suggest that you at least scan read “The 

Secret Life of Plants” by Tompkins and Bird 
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Activity 56: assessing the effect of computer 

energy  

Introduction: I am indebted to Marion Boorman KF Associate 

Health Kinesiologist for suggesting this experiment. 

Instructions: Take an aura reading as well as a Gigahertz Scale 

reading of a volunteer. Now ask them to place their hand on a 

live keyboard with their other arm in the AMT position. Use the 

AMT to ascertain if they are in a detrimental position. It is 

anticipated that they will show a weak AMT.  

Repeat the aura test and Gigahertz Scale reading. It is 

anticipated that they will also have a lesser aura and a lower 

reading. 

Note on the Gigahertz Scale: Use the Gigahertz Scale for 

before and after tests applying the AMT. Normal can be taken 

as 8000. The scale goes to infinity, but I am making a case to 

use the range of 0-10,000 for general dowsing. 

Activity 57: counting sweets by dowsing 

Introduction: Dowsing can be used to count in two ways. First 

of all, as we’ll see in this activity, we can count a simple 

quantity. Secondly, we can use dowsing to assess quality by 

finding a number on a scale, and we’ll move on to that in 

subsequent activities. 

Equipment: Your pendulum, 10 sweets, and a bag. 

Instructions: Ask a friend to select a specific number of sweets 

and to place them in the bag. You are now going to get your 

pendulum moving and to count slowly from 1 to 10. You 

should notice that the pendulum starts to gyrate quickly when 

you approach the number of sweets in the bag. 
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For instance, let’s imagine your friend has selected 7 sweets. 

Start the pendulum moving and ask it to show you the number 

of sweets in the bag. Count slowly upwards from 1. As you 

approach 5 the pendulum should be starting to gyrate and will 

be gyrating quickly as you say 7 and then slow down again as 

you get to 8 and 9. When you see it slowing down again, you 

should count backwards to verify the number 7.  

Extending the activity: You can use this counting method to 

count anything! For example, the depth of water in centimetres 

or metres, the temperature of something in degrees, the 

number of seeds in a packet.  

You can imagine how many party tricks you could make of this 

application of dowsing, and thinking of and testing activities 

will build your skills. Ultimately you will be able to try and just 

use your brain. 

Activity 58: counting distance, bearing and 

time 

Introduction: These activities show practical applications for 

counting in dowsing, finding your distance, bearing and time, 

when out walking. 

Instructions: Ask the pendulum this question: “Pendulum 

please indicate the distance I have walked from my last check 

point.” Start with a common-sense quantity of metres – 

perhaps 200, and count up in multiples of 100 metres until the 

pendulum starts to gyrate. Then count up in multiples of 10 

until the gyrations are very fast. If you want a very accurate 

measurement then use increments of 1 and go backwards and 

forwards in your counting until you can fix the number where 

the gyrations are fastest. 
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Try this method to find your bearing: use your pointing finger 

and rotate yourself – give the pendulum momentum if needed. 

At the same time as rotating yourself, allow your pendulum to 

rotate. 

Use the question: “Pendulum please show me in degrees the 

bearing I have just come from.” Count up or down and when 

with your pointing the pendulum will have the maximum 

gyrations. This gains you your back bearing. From this  you can 

align yourself with the map and features. Then with directional 

dowsing ask to “be shown the forward  bearing of my walk”. 

For the time, use the question: “Pendulum show me the time I 

have walked from my last check point.” Starting at a sensible 

time count up and down in minutes until your pendulum  

reaches maximum gyrations. That is your walk time. 

Conclusion: With the above information you ought to know 

where you are. However, as usual, repetition is paramount to 

develop your navigational skills 

Activity 59: telling the time 

Introduction: this activity will enable you to tell the time 

wherever you are with no watch, no moon, no sun and no 

birds. 

Equipment: a large-faced clock from a charity shop. 

Instructions: Ask a friend to set the clock to a time of their 

choice for you to dowse for. Pendulum dowse up for hours 

and then minutes and remember to clear your mind after each 

question. What unit will you count in – for example 12- or 24-

hour clock? 

Extending the activity: I have done experiments involving 

hidden objects in another country which could be turned into 
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a game. You could ask a friend to hide something in another 

country whilst they are on holiday. You would dowse for 

degrees latitude and longitude as you would in telling the 

time. 

Conclusion: With practice you will find that you can gauge the 

time just with the brain. 

Activity 60: counting by ratio 

Introduction: we’ve seen some examples of counting quantity 

and we’re now going to look at counting by ratio. 

Instructions: Find a tree and using your pendulum and the 

counting method that we used in the previous activities, find 

out how healthy the tree is on a scale of 1 to 10. Perhaps you 

get an answer of 7 for the tree. We would probably all agree 

that this result is on the right end of the scale but is the tree 

healthy ENOUGH?  

The same dilemma occurs if you were to seek out a destination 

for a day’s cycle ride on a scale of 1 to 80 for the best place. 

There’s no real cut off for good or bad using dowsing in this 

way. 

As another example you could use this technique in seeing the 

effect of planning applications using the question: “On a scale 

of 1 to 100 does Planning Application Number xxx adversely 

affect our park?” Assume that  that your dowsing counting 

indicates that you have a figure of 43 out of 100 you need to 

ask what does it mean. We need a simple way of measuring  

how much does the plan xxx affect the park/area. Obviously, 

you will work to a question template including elimination 

questions. 

We need a template scale to test how good or how bad the 
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plan is. Further it seems that the Bovis Scale or my suggested 

variation is the only simple tool which we can apply. 

The concept of the Gigahertz scale is worthy of trialling to run 

alongside government planning guidance. The concept can be 

used to demonstrate how good or bad the plan in question is. 

It has to evolve urgently by discussion to reach a stage when it 

can be used as evidence for or against development. It has to 

be in a form by which communities can protect themselves. In 

the meantime, complicated arguments prevail and housing 

land is being eaten up to long-term detriment. For instance, 

soils are being built over to the unquantified loss of Schumann 

Wave Resonance and possibly upsetting the balance of 

positive and negative ions, discussed further in the book. 

This item is really a way of engaging the community in some 

decisions, the effect of which will last for a hundred years.   

Conclusion: Although counting quantities is useful, finding 

results on a scale in the way we’ve looked at, does not allow us 

to see where a “good enough” result is, and in the case of 

adversity, it doesn’t allow us to indicate the level of adversity 

on an agreed scale. 

The following activities introduce a scale that allows us to have 

a standard scale that all dowsers can use to compare results, 

and to give us some standard dowsing units. 
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Activity 61: introducing Bovis Units and the 

Gigahertz Scale 

Introduction: Anton Bovis created a linear scale to measure 

life force. The picture below shows where ultra-violet and 

infra-red light occur, as well as healthy humans, shown with 

the arrow at the 6,500 units mark. 

 

For more information on Bovis Units see my book “Bovis Units 

in Everyday Life” on Academia.edu. 

Bovis used a meter like a slide rule, but I would like to promote 

a modification of Bovis Units with a protractor-like scale. This 

has yet to be properly named, but we will refer to it as the 

Gigahertz Scale. It’s shown in the diagram on the next page:
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The scale can be drawn on an A5 size piece of card from a cereal box and 

this could go into a pocket or wallet. I have made a scale one metre long 

for the occasions I give talks. 

For general use I have created graduations 0 - 30,000, but for some uses 

the scale could be extended to infinity.  

The Scale could evolve as a form of British Standard or the German 

equivalent, DIN. Ask your teacher to explain. 

I was introduced to the Gigahertz Scale by Helen Sinott of the Dorset 

Dowsing Group. She suggested that I use the Gigahertz Scale for testing 

health improving the well-being uses in  humans and animals and other 

applications, with the figure of 6,500 being the point at which detrimental 

changes to beneficial.  

I am trying to get a ceiling of 10,000 accepted for everyday dowsing. The 

scale up to and beyond 30,000 is to measure the power of places of 

worship and that is not the subject for beginners. 

Now we have a scale that we can start to measure quality. As this is so 

easy to make and use I am trying to promote its wide application. In doing 

so, I have a found interest from places other than the UK. If we can get it 

adopted globally it will aid interchange and comparison in, say, climate 

change issues in simple terms. 

Instructions: Let’s return to the tree example that we looked at in an 

earlier activity where we rated on a scale of 1 to 10 how healthy the tree 

was. Take your pendulum and ask the question: “How healthy is this tree?” 

Start the pendulum moving over the Gigahertz Scale and it will make its 

own course and eventually hover over one graduation. We know now that 

a healthy tree should show a life force of 6,500, so anything above that is 

beneficial, and anything below is detrimental. On either the top right- or 

left-hand corner of the card is a check test which functions as a check 

question. Use with each dowsing. You can dowse: “Is this result of X 

correct?” 
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Conclusion: The use of the Gigahertz Scale does not require  maths or 

arithmetic, just directional dowsing over a scale. This method could give 

an unspoken voice to many things. 

Dowsing is easy but it is important to interpret your initial answers and to 

do that you might have to ask a number of questions. How will you know 

if you are right? Well, using notes and look back on them in say a year’s 

time and judge you own work. Even if you are only six years old you can 

still write notes. That is the start of being a scientist. 

Community uses for the Gigahertz Scale: I’m now looking at community 

users for the Gigahertz Scale. I could suggest the following: 

 Evaluating business use in town planning 

 In business decisions 

 Evaluating Scout programs 

 Comparing and evaluating camp activities 

 Marketing strategies for community centre’s staff morale 

The concept of using the Gigahertz Scale to assess the quality of tasks has 

been tested for in a few groups and with one organisation in Berne. I have 

evaluated talks which I have given using the Gigahertz Scale. 

The applications are infinite, it just needs you to find them and replicate 
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them. Will you be an Ambassador for dowsing using the Gigahertz 

concept and mail me with your comments on how you faired. 

Activity 62: assessing a homework essay 

Introduction: You can use the Gigahertz Scale to assess the quality of one 

of your homework essays. 

Equipment: A homework essay, your Gigahertz Scale, and your pendulum. 

Instructions: With one hand on the essay and the other with the 

pendulum over the Gigahertz Scale which you mentally set at 0-10,000 ask 

the question: “What is the energy level of this essay?”If the response is 

below 6,500 or below you need to rewrite it! Dowse each paragraph to see 

if it is one particular paragraph that is not clear.  

If it needs rewriting, then do that, and dowse again  to check it is better. 

You can make it work not others! 

Extending the activity: If you ever have to write a letter of complaint to 

anyone, you can write different versions of the letter and then dowse them 

using the Gigahertz Scale to see which one will be the most successful. 

You could fault find on a car in the same way you checked your essay. Find 

examples to try, but in the first instance try and find tasks which are 

verifiable so that that you can build up your confidence. 

Conclusion: The implications of being able apply the scale and skill in 

stages to, say, building a battleship are enormous. I believe that the 

Gigahertz Scale could be used alongside other procedures. 

I believe the power of thought changes form and is magnetically held on 

paper but does not require a “keeper”, like that used on a magnet. 

However, I might be the only person to think like this. If I am right this 

might account for being able to map dowse or see if an essay is good or 

bad. 

Activity 63: distant healing 

Introduction: You can use the Gigahertz Scale to assess someone’s 
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energy level remotely, and to raise or lower the energy level as required. 

Instructions: The following format will be of use: 

 Ask for your permissions to dowse your friend  

 What is the energy level now? 

 What had it ought to be? 

 Ideally use a pendulum which has a point at the lead end 

 Dowse to raised energy level over the Gigahertz Scale for that 

person 

 Use the corner of the scale to confirm if your dowsing has been 

correct  

 Dowse for the next time you ought to dowse your friend 

 Write up your notes and keep them for your eyes only  

This question template can be used on humans, as well as animals and 

trees.  

Further points to think about: This has been done on various occasions 

over the last five years when sending distant healing for someone in 

Latvia/France/Tunisia/ Guildford. 

It was verified that the person felt better at a given time which coincided 

with sending wellbeing from the UK.  

The British Society of Dowsers and regional groups run Workshops on 

Earth Energies – wellbeing  – Archaeology and more. 

There are various levels of dowsing. If you wish to learn  more about them 

obtain “Spiritual Dowsing” by the Rev Sig Lonegren. 

Activity 64: applications in the modern-day army 

Introduction: We have talked about a number of dowsing techniques so 

far. Let’s take some practical examples of how they could be used in real 

life. 

Concerns with a runner: If you have concerns with a runner you can 

check from a distance the well-being of that runner using the Gigahertz 

Scale and his or her entry number. Map dowsing can be used to find 
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where they are on the ground and to calculate if they are making 

reasonable time.  

Downed airman: Map dowsing can be used to track a downed airman if 

the Sat Nav is not serviceable. You can then dowse his/her condition: 

 Dowse the Gigahertz Scale and if the dowsing response is creeping 

down for that individual, start monitoring 

 If the dowsing responses creeps down towards to 6,500 start 

extraction procedure 

 Dowse yes/no questions on condition and note down your 

dowsing responses 

Conclusion: We owe many of these practices to Col Bell RE in the 1930s. 

Activity 65: understanding Schumann Wave Resonance 

Introduction: The Schumann Wave Resonance (SWR) resonates at our 

brain’s level of 7.8 Hertz, like trees and soil. Schumann Waves are installed 

in spaceships to stabilise the astronauts mentally and physically. Earthlings 

obtain their Schumann Waves from the effect of lightning strikes on the 

earth an average of a 100 strikes on the globe every second-true or untrue.? 

check  

Conclusion: It appears to be a common wavelength which might account 

for our interrelatedness and such things as communicating with trees and 

tree hugging.  

SWR is as necessary for trees as it is for humans, yet we are eating up 

greenfield sites which appear to be a battery for SWR. Soils can be 

destroyed globally in seconds and take years to rejuvenate. 

However, this does appear to be an issue which is being swept under the 

administrative carpet. We do not know when the loss of SWR will reach a 

dangerous level through reactive soil being built over. No research 

appears to have been carried out, and that should be of town planning 

concern. 
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Activity 66: aspects of town planning 

Introduction: If dowsing is to stand the test of legal challenge or be 

accepted as evidence in planning issues etc then there must be a globally 

acceptable unit of measurement for quantity and quality of dowsing 

responses. 

The volt/watt is recognised globally and we need to have a globally 

recognised unit to measure subtle dowsing energy. We need to say if a 

particular development in the terms of subtle energy is a standard to be 

expected or not accepted. There are no units by which this can be 

measured. 

I am favouring the use of the Gigahertz Scale as it will help everyone to 

sing the same tune with the same words. 

We need some holistic simplified way of engaging with the public and not 

deterring people from engaging with the surroundings and the town 

planning system. And town planning is ongoing as is your family.  

It needs to be recognised that family disputes could be generated with the 

planning issues in the same way as they are with splits through one 

member supporting one team and the rest supporting another team. 

Land is getting short such that playing fields and playgrounds are building 

targets, as are green field sites. No one is asking when we have built 

enough. Your playing field might be in threat in the future. Loss of 

allotments which means that there is less opportunity to grow your own 

food which can be a loss of fun and empty tummies. 

You might have to write to a council on a town planning issue as land for 

development is reducing quickly. It is affecting us in various ways e.g. 

places to work and play. You could use the Gigahertz Scale to show a rise 

or fall in environmental energy level if play space is to be built on a 

sensitive site.  

Instructions: How you can make your voice heard:  

 Clearly set out the location and what the development is about – 
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you may want to support it or oppose it 

 Talk to neighbours 

 Form an action  group 

 Invite your Councillor/MP 

 Have a petition and check it before photocopying by using the 

Gigahertz Scale – this is a step to getting it known 

 Write a letter to the Planning Department and test the wording of 

the letter on the Gigahertz Scale 

 Check closing dates for comments 

 Have a demonstration and advise the police and council 

 Have a public meeting 

 Ensure that hot heads do not highjack your cause 

Conclusion: A temporary template for the use of the Gigahertz Scale on 

town planning issues  is needed until a wide dialogue can take 

place/which I hope this book will generate.  

Our objectives should be: 

 To find a way to engage the community in the planning process 

which could affect your children for years when you are a 

grandparent  

 To involve youngsters in having a say in planning matters which 

will affect them when they grow up   

 To see changes in the planning policy guidance given by 

government to Council and to halt the erosion of soil, and to 

recognise planning issues which may arise from the global grids 

 To ensure that the little-known Schumann Wave Resonance is not 

negated by development 

 To asses when our/your community is full 

 The criteria for objection to development needs to be challenged 

and the council 20-year plan needs to be extended to when you 

grow up, to at least 30 years 

 To ensure land is available for manufacturing jobs when you grow 

up and have fun without forgetting people with lesser 

opportunities 
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There is no reason why young people cannot express a view against the 

mighty using the Bovis concept or Gigahertz Scale as opposed to 

challenging the written form.  

My biased conclusion is that AMT and Gigahertz scale can aid health 

checks in individuals and communities. The following example occurred in 

an affluent community whilst I was searching to see if community energy 

levels could be measured. 

In this case I found a low Gigahertz reading in one of the most affluent 

parts of the area. It appears that there was a rape and that nothing had 

been said about it to the press. Thus, I could not have known about it. 

If you are a councillor you could use the Gigahertz Scale to look into 

reasons for low energy level in a particular community. That might be 

grounds to direct resources to an  area. That thinking could be applied to 

new building schemes and the plans are dowsed for community energy. 

That can be done at planning stage and the community can be involved.   
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Activity 67: hands on healing 

Introduction: Your earlier experiments will have helped in seeing if you 

have “hands on healing” skills”. You can use the distant healing skill on 

animals or humans. 

You can use just your Gigahertz scale.  

If a friend has sprained an ankle, ask consent and permissions and for 

psychic protection to see if you can dowse the ankle. Assuming yes 

discharge electricity from your fingers and hold your hand about 50mm 

from the ankle and draw out the pain to the toes. You could also dowse in 

the yes/no mode to see how much time you need to dowse.  

There are other things you can do to help wellbeing.  

On the occasions I have dowsed dogs the animal has calmed. You still 

need to use psychic protection and remember you are not a vet. If the 

animal is troubled, you can dowse distantly. 

The odd thing is that you can develop a feeling for an animal and they for 

humans. I believe that there are more people than you think who can do 

this but, for the fear of ridicule, do not say anything. 

Activity 68: ship’s radar and applying the Gigahertz 

Scale 

Introduction: This is an Odd thing and 

relates to successfully 

identifying faults in a ship’s radar 

system. I treated the problem 

as a disease and measuring with a 

application of the Gigahertz Scale.  I 

was looking for a response of less 

than 6,500 on the Gigahertz Scale in 

different zones of the ship’s radar 

which would indicate some detriment in that area. 

I have done a similar small-scale check with Cadets and computer 
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components. Try and apply the Gigahertz scale as though you are trying to 

identify an illness.    

If someone you know has a piece of malfunctioning equipment, ask if you 

can dowse for the location of the faults. So much equipment has systems 

to identify faults but try and beat the system.  

This really is intuition at work.  

Activity 69: playing Battleships with map dowsing 

Introduction:  By using a pendulum and straight edge it is possible to 

identify a range of things from a map which are out of sight.  

 

 

 

 

 

Out of sight dowsing, or over the horizon dowsing, 

is also known as named distant dowsing. In the UK this was evolved by Col 

Bell RE in the 1930s. He literally put it on the map of dowsing science. 

He showed that energy could be transmitted and received thus verifying 

the Odd thing about distant healing. For instance,  the practice enables 

you to dowse for something in Germany from the UK. 

The following fun game will coach you in map dowsing. You can develop 

the skill and have fun at the same time by playing a reinvention of 

“Battleships”. 

Instead of guessing where your opponent’s ships are you can map dowse 

for their co-ordinates on your battle map. You record your shots of your 

enemy.  

Instructions: mark up your battle map but do not let your opponent see. 

When it is your turn slowly run a straight edge in one hand over the battle 
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map with your pendulum in the other hand. Ask: “Pendulum, please show 

me with a YES when there is an enemy ship on this straight edge line”.  

You are looking for the fastest response with the pendulum. Mark that 

line.  

Now do this twice at different angles. In so doing you will create a small 

triangle. Give the co-ordinates in which you think should be an enemy 

ship. Of course, if you find the correct co-ordinates, you win. You record 

your non effective shots. 

Activity 70: finding lost cats with map dowsing 

Introduction: This activity could equally be applied to a dog or to a 

person. Even with map dowsing you need permissions and consents so 

one of the first questions on your template is does the cat wish to be 

found. 

I am indebted to Mrs Asbury of North Camp Farnborough for her help for 

this experiment. 

In a workshop two girls tried this by searching for the general location of a 

lost toy cat and toy kitten. One toy had its head stuck in a gate and the 

other had its front paws stuck in wire mesh. 

 

Conclusion: The range of map dowsing uses is infinite and could be a 

lifesaving skill. It could be used commercially and could be used in coast 
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guard work to aid rescue work or used to find a lost person or a 

wandering person suffering from Alzheimer’s. It is a matter of opening 

doors. 

I set up a workshop with Surrey Police Volunteer search group and their 

dogs. Five out of six participants found their target person by map 

dowsing. 

Extending the activity: Energy has a dowsable signature, which anyone 

can react to. There are many stone Henges, and they seem to collect 

energy and act like batteries. Henges were places of healing like spas. The 

henges are found globally. You might well trace them through map 

dowsing thereby making an international contribution to distant cultural 

and ecosystems. 

There are few visual remains of wooden henges due to decay. However, 

their energy signature can be dowsed for on a map to identify their 

historic location. G Crockford produced a very good talk on wood henges 

in June 2005 – find it in the British Society of Dowsers Journal. 

Activity 71: dowsing tools 

There are many dowsing tools which evolved years ago and still feature in 

dowsing today. There is a much-used picture woodcut of Bavarian dowsers 

working in England when Queen Elizabeth I brought them to England to 

find ores and water. 

England has not been alone with researchers and practitioners in 

developing different tools for different levels of dowsing.  The tools which 

you will find in many places including the British Society of Dowsers 

catalogue of books and tools. The following sections cover the tools that 

are used today. 

Activity 72: forked sticks 

The forked stick has a place in folk lore. You could experiment with forks 

from different trees and add Botany to your list of skills to help you dowse. 

So this adds another science. Ideally you would use a forked twig from a 
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hazel bush/Tree as this maintains a certain springiness that is needed to 

operate and hazel does not split in use. 

To use, you grip the handles and create tension holding the stick high and 

away from your face. The thumbs should be on top of the handles. 

This picture is of a Maple fork. Some 

forks split more quickly than others. 

As rough as it is you can use it as 

compass, finding water or drains. 

However for some “odd” reason I 

cannot get a response to looking 

for our house drains with the forked stick. 

This is an example of a forked stick but made 

from a split fibre glass rod.  

Dowsers still use forked sticks; they will walk 

over the ground (in conjunction with their map 

dowsing) thinking water, and when they are 

over the centre line of a water vein, the rod 

will dip. 

Activity 73: pendulums 

For general dowsing a nut on string with a length of 150 mm  will suffice 

for general work. Likewise, in an emergency a pendulum can be 

improvised with a stone on a piece of grass instead of string.  

With training the pendulum can provide yes/no answers and it  can be 

used in a directional mode.  

In some specialist dowsing cord/thread length can help to determine 

chemical content but that is for a higher skills level of dowsing. T C 

Lethbridge is an authority on this aspect of dowsing. There many shapes 

and sizes to suit special uses. From the Egyptians we have a pendulum 

called the Thoth which is reputed to aid thought transmission. 
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In the picture, the lower pendulum 

is modelled on a pendulum found in a tomb 

circa 6,000 years old. It is often used in 

healing, but can also be used as a compass.  

The upper pendulum has a cavity which is 

sealed by the screw end. The cavity can 

be used to hold a small witness. 

Activity 74: Cameron Aurometer and the bobber 

The Cameron tool is very 

expensive which is why I 

mention little of it in this 

book. The bobber can be 

made from a handful of 

clay stuck on the end of a 

springy stick. 

The bobber in this picture is a beer making vent and it can be tuned rather 

like a forked stick. Hold the bobber at about solar plexus height. Now will 

it to turn clockwise – for Yes and then counter clockwise for No.       

Now think of a named person, gyrate, pointing as you go and ask the 

bobber to give you Yes when you are pointing at the named person. 

Now have a helper hide an article. Gyrate and point and ask the bobber to 

point when you are aligned with the hidden article. Walk towards the item 

and instead of using the pendulum to guide you if you are off course use 

pointing and the bobber. 

Activity 75: the dowsing rod 

Generally speaking, you can achieve a great deal by judicious use of the 

single L Rod. This can be made from wood, welding rod etc. The picture 

shows a custom L Rod which can be attached to your key chain. It reduces 

to fit into a wallet or pocket. You can make an L rod from a wire coat 

hanger and Biro shaft for a swivel handle. The antenna - aerial is a radio 
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aerial. Usually one rod is used but, in some cases, better results are 

obtained when two rods are used together.  

However, Geof Mitchell of the Waverley Dowsers Godalming -01276 

472977 - makes a telescopic L rod bank card size. 

 

Activity 76: the ultimate dowsing tool is the brain 

Research into dowsing indicates that both sides of the brain are used in 

dowsing. The right side is for logic and reasoning and the left side is 

creativity.  

If dowsing is not going well, stop and count backwards i.e. 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 

2 1 This is like switching a computer on and off to rectify certain operating 

issues. At the same time, breathe in and out deeply to recharge the brain’s 

chemistry because you need a clear mind to send and receive energies.  

At this stage of learning about dowsing it is sufficient to appreciate that 

the brain is a muscle and if you do not use it you will lose its power. 

Activity 77: dowsing the auric field 

Introduction: I am most grateful to Janet Devey of the British Society of 

Dowsers for suggesting that the matter of auras can be promoted with the 
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experiments detailed below. 

Ask an adult’s permission to do these experiments on plants in the house 

or garden. The experiments are to do with dowsing the auric field. 

The concept of a field refers to the energy given off from anything.  If you 

put your hands near a hot cup of water,  you will feel heat. The source is 

the water in the cup and the heat you feel is like a field. Another example 

is using two magnets close together – something draws them together or 

forces them apart, and that is a magnetic field at work. 

Instructions: You might wish to photograph what you are doing! 

1 Dowse the aura of a plant. Walk towards it and ask the rods to 

cross when you enter the field.  

2 Now send hateful feelings to the plant. The field will collapse and 

be almost negligible as with humans. Then send loving thoughts. 

The aura will expand. 

3 Now repeat standing a bottle of water next to the plant. The aura 

will expand again. You can then move the bottle of water away 

from the plant repeating the experiment, moving the bottle of 

water away from the plant an inch at a time, until the bottle has no 

effect on the aura of the plant. This gives the range over which the 

object influences the well-being of the plant. 

4 Repeat this with as many different objects as you can think of, 

measuring the distance the auric field  projects from the plant and 

the range of influence of the object which can be completed in a 

table if doing scientifically. We have tried scissors, weed killer, 

fertilizer, crystals, food stuffs such as a glass of wine, wine, coffee. 

Wine seems to go down well! Different crystals have different 

effects. Citrine seems to be preferred by the plants we tested it on.  

5 This can also be done with pet animals particularly those in cages 

or goldfish in bowls. As the range of the objects is larger than 

expected, it makes you think before you place items in the 

greenhouse or near the goldfish bowl. 

6 It is also worth putting a value on the strength of the field as it 
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projects from the plant, person or animal, on an arbitrary scale of 

0-100. It seems to be 100 within the field dropping abruptly to 0, 

whereas most fields we are familiar measuring in physics drop off 

gradually to 0. This is a good opportunity to apply the Gigahertz 

Scale before and after dowsing.  

In the above, the plant and crystal both have an auric field. When they are 

moved apart, the auric field measured seems to be the combined effect of 

both which is larger than the individual fields. You know that something 

similar happens when you place two magnets close. At a certain distance 

from each other the fields join or separate.  There is an optimum 

separation between two items each with its own field where the combined 

field is the largest and this then drops to the two separate fields once you 

separate them beyond this optimum distance. 

This can be tried with crystals and stones, and shows that megalithic 

stones in stone circles are probably spaced to give the optimum energetic 

effect. Try crystals of the same type and size, then different types of crystal 

and different sizes. 

1 Take two similar sized crystals of the same type, measure the 

projection of the auric field of each as above with them both 

spaced about 3 metres apart. Write down the distance. 

2 Place the two together and measure their auric field projection.  

This will be the combined effect of both crystals.   

3 Move them apart about 10cm, and measure the extension of the 

field. Continue separating them about 4cm at a time and measure 

the auric field projection. This should keep increasing until the 

separation becomes greater than the optimum for the two crystals 

when you will be just get the field of each crystal. Record these 

measurements for your crystals rocks and stones and see how they 

vary. 

4  I have a separation of about 1 metre with two Aventurine crystals. 

This presumably works with people as well. Happiness of people 

together enhancing each other’s’ fields and unhappiness having 

the opposite effect. 
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Interesting note: Backster, who was a lie detector specialist, found that 

plants memorised bad people. I assume this is the active aura at work. 

Activity 78: looking after crystals 

Introduction: Crystals are being used more frequently these days. They 

are often used in balancing energies in rooms. The Dulwich Health Society 

sells specialist crystals. 

To be fully effective they need to be cleansed.  If you leave some objects 

outside, they will corrode. Crystals can also  “corrode” in a similar manner 

which weakens their power. This is one of the reasons why your dowsing 

tools should not be lent  to anyone. In fact, all tools need cleansing and 

recharging by leaving the crystals in moon light; or washing them in salt 

water. 

Rose quartz is commonly used for all manner of reasons. Each crystal also 

has a specific use which makes that aspect of geology and healing a 

fascinating study. 

Activity 79: raising temperatures inside a pentagon 

shape 

Introduction: This experiment relates work done by Tabraham in 1980’s 

when he was Head of Horticulture, on the Scilly Isles. You might wish to 

look up the work of Tabraham before going any further. I am indebted to 

the Tigwell family who allowed me access to their farm at Sandhurst in 

Berkshire. 

Equipment: five pegs or posts and a mallet, four digital thermometers, 

your dowsing rods and pendulum. 

Instructions: This activity requires dowsing permissions and the 

landowner’s consent. You also need to appreciate the application of intent. 

Remember “energy follows thought”, and the old saying which is “it is the 

thought that counts”. Also remember that watchers can adversely affect 

your dowsing. 

Set out the 5-sided pentagon with posts knocked into the ground and 
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place the digital thermometers inside and outside of the marked area, 

both in the air and the ground 

Ensure that there is no energy line in the area you are working in which 

might adversely affect your dowsing. Check this by rod dowsing walking 

across the pentagon area. 

Nominate a starting post and walk clockwise 

around the posts which show the pentagon 

area. Hold your single rod at solar plexus 

height As you walk, touch each post and use 

the mantra: “Please lay down pentagon 

energy in this pentagon area”. 

As you go around you will find the dowsing 

rod moves inwards. Usually after 5 circuits 

the rod is constantly staying pointing to the 

inside of the pentagon.  

Pendulum dowse for when to do a circuit 

top up. 

Now rod dowse check from the side and you ought to obtain a response 

on the outline edge of the pentagon – there will be no response inside 

until you reach the other side. Then you ought to obtain a response 

showing that there is an energy line around the pentagon. 

Note the thermometer readings. Ensure that a horse etc cannot eat your 

equipment. 

If you can afford the time visit the pentagon at least three times a day. Set 

up a reading programme and for topping up the energising of the 

pentagon. This is simply done by circling the area with a dowsing rod as 

you did to start the experiment. You might find that the shape has moved 

from the north in a southerly direction. Mark with small flags the amount 

and direction. 
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See the imaginary greenhouse I have drawn on this picture. 

My results:  

 
Top bars = higher inside than outside of the pentagon with one huge 

unaccountable peak. 

Lower small bars lower temperature outside the marked area.  
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Notice that there was a spike in the results on the target day. Also the 

general trend was for a higher inside temperature. This is my 

understanding of Tabraham’s work where he showed a temperature rise 

inside the pentagon shape of an average of 2 degrees C which is both 

economically and globally significant. This is potentially important in 

saving threatened fossil fuels on our planet. 

Conclusion: Imagine how useful this could be in a small garden where 

there is no room for a conventional greenhouse. You could mark out a 

pentagon in a convenient area and use it for plants that need nurturing at 

a higher temperature. 

Conversely if ground can be warmed could it be cooled by a similar 

method and could that cooling be used to hold back the growth of plants 

e.g. trees in nurseries for an earlier planting? This could help establishment 

and give fewer failures.  

Activity 80: considering reasons for why dowsing fails 

Let’s look at the dowsing process for a few minutes. This is an aid to 

finding out why some things just do not go well at times. The list below 

will help you to start talks with friends to find reasons for failures: 

 Heisenberg’s Observer’s Paradox – others can influence the 

outcome by watching experiments 

 You have not felt right with your permissions and protections 

 You need to clear your mind by counting backwards the ask your 

questions again whenever you get a hitch 

 Bad question plan – no check questions 

 Dowsing when your question say “No” 

 Too much dowsing and too tired 

 Not enough knowledge to ask the right questions  

 Mobile phone block 

 Too frivolous questions ie using dowsing for the wrong reason and 

dowsing for gain 

 Dehydration  

 Not visualising 
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 Polarity change and 

 Standing on detrimental energy 

 Interrupters 

 Contaminated tools 

Activity 81: drinking sun radiated water 

Introduction: Colour therapy is evolving and is proving itself time and 

time again. Of course, it is not suitable for everyone. That is also true with 

the case of conventional medicine. It is known that people resort to “other 

medicines” when conventional remedies have failed them. 

However, on many fronts people have failed to take care of themselves. 

That is often due to not maintaining good lifestyles or stress relief 

strategies. I read some time ago that happy-go-lucky fighter pilots had a 

greater life expectation that “serious chaps”. 

This experiment is virtually a zero-cost tonic using sun radiated water. It 

needs trying for at least a month to gauge the effect. 

Equipment: Two glass lidded containers. 

Instructions: Fill the containers with tap water and place them on the 

kitchen windowsill for 24 hours, but dowse for when they are irradiated 

enough to drink. Fill today to use tomorrow. 

Before anyone drinks the water do an AMT and reading from your 

Gigahertz Scale. Then note the readings. Try this for a month. 

Conclusion: Two things appear to be happening. Harmful chlorine is 

broken down by sun light and the sun is providing radiation of the full 

colour spectrum that you otherwise might not be receiving, If you don’t try 

it you will never know how effective it is! 

Activity 82: looking at dowsing in arboricultural work 

Introduction: My first real insight into dowsing being used was connected 

with the restoration of Eastham Country Park through which major World 

War II petroleum pipes ran. If the  trees were felled over the pipes, the 
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percussion wave caused by the trees hitting the ground burst the pipes 

and caused environmental havoc.  

The Manager from Shell dowsed my working area every three days in 

order to prevent pipe damage. His welding rod L rods were coloured 

taped to give depth and type of pipe.  

This would be a permanent problem and the management plan I was 

formulating had to consider the presence of the pipelines in future 

woodland operations. The management  plan with reviews was meant to 

cover 120 years. 

I transferred that skill to locating land drains. This proved to be a time 

saver in spite of not always being right. It was twenty years later when I 

started to find information on this subject. 
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Activity 83: finding global grids 

Introduction: It has long been recognised that there is a global network 

of grids and the German Dr Hartmann and Dr Curry found examples in the 

1950s. It may be that these grids have points on them which could be 

detrimental to humans. The grids are shown in the diagram and it is the 

crossing points of the grids which 

could be these bad points.  

I dowsed for their existence at sea 

confirming to myself that they were 

global. 

Equipment: some coloured rope in two 

colours of marker flags, tape to mark out 

the boundaries of your work area, and 

dowsing rods. 

Instructions: Decide where your layout is 

going to go. Using your rods, dowse for 

and mark your first North/South line. Confirm that you are over it with an 

AMT. Next walk and dowse again in a Westerly direction for the next 

North/South line parallel with the first. AMT it, and lay the rope to mark it. 

It is likely to be about 2 metres away. Now repeat the process and find the 

next line. 

Now dowse for and lay out your first East/West line, It ought to be at right 

angles to the first North/South rope. Continue with the next East/West line 

which will be about 2.5 metres away. 

You now have the Hartmann grid. The Curry grid lines are exactly 45 

degrees as the sketch shows. Thus these are dowsable in the North 

East/South West direction. Follow the same instructions and lay out the 

Curry grid. 

Go back to your first North/South line and dowse each line for being 

positively or negatively charged. That is a start to appreciating that the 

grid lines have energy, be it positive or negative. Label each charge. 
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Conclusion: Dr Hartmann’s work indicated that the electrical resistance of 

the human body was decomposed on grid line crossing points. The 

intensity of the Hartmann lines increases during the night, Therefore, the 

effects on human health occur especially during the hours of sleep. 

You may have an opportunity to demonstrate your knowledge and 

interest others in these grids. You have the ability to mark out both the 

Hartmann and Curry grids and you may get questions asked of you which 

would develop you in the course of searching for answers. The opportunity 

to do this comes at the time of a local or school fete. 

If you take up further study on this topic you will find that additional 

explanation is needed. 

Activity 84: the human body and resonance and waves 

Introduction: Can the human body send and receive resonance and 

waves? The answer is yes. That is all you need to know for general 

dowsing! 

However, you need to appreciate that a dowsing rod, for instance, is both 

an antenna and aerial. Which leads you into another science to look at 

when you are older? 

In water dowsing some people will feel a water vein via their hands or feet. 

This is in the same way as people can feel/see chakras as being hot or 

cold.  

We have partly proved the above with hand cupping and the use of the 

mains tester to show that our body is a circuit. The human body can send 

and receive resonance and waves. Of course, our brain is part of this 

concept. 

Just redo the experiment with the mains tester. That hand/finger energy 

can be used with intent, to create wellbeing in someone who is poorly. 

Another example of the human body being both aerial (receiver) and 

antenna (transmitter) can be found/sensed via a transistor radio and 

touching its aerial .  
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Conclusion: The body absorbs energy and sends it out, confirming we are 

an electrical being. 

Activity 85: planting to a Critical Rotation Point (CRP) 

Introduction: Alanna Moore, an international commentator on tree 

problems, is interested in the need to plant trees to align with their 

magnetic influence. She calls this the Critical Rotational Point i.e. CRP, 

which is dowseable. Planting to the CRP ought to help establishment of 

plants and trees. Her book “Stone Age Farming” is enlightening.  

 

Humans also have a magnetic orientation i.e. they sleep better in a 

particular magnetic alignment. 

Many clubs get involved in tree planting. Sometimes these plantings die 

due to a lack of water or wrong soil type. However, deaths due to wrong 

magnetic orientation are not recognised, as so few people appreciate this 

technique. Help the environment and get this subject better known about. 

You have the skills to show people the CRP and ensure that after care is 

undertaken. 

Instructions: For the activity you need a “control” i.e. planting not to CRP 

so as to compare growth and establishment rates. Ideally your planting 

group will need to monitor this for at least three years. 

Write a simple template, for example: 

 Get advice on the type of plant for “x” area – contact your local tree 

warden to discuss who will water in, and if there is a need for 

watering tubes 
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 See about publicity  

 Arrange for volunteers – organise the meeting day and what tools 

they will need 

Plan the demonstration and prepare the hole, with soil conditioner to 

hand: 

 Protect the roots before planting 

 If you are planting containerised, or potted, trees ensure that they 

are planted damp  

 Get stakes if needed and put them in the ground first  to avoid 

root damage 

 Pendulum dowse the tree or shrub from the ready position whilst 

turning the plant in the other hand  

 When you have a maximum “Yes” response with the pendulum to 

the dowsing question: “Pendulum please show me the best 

magnetic orientation for this plant“ then plant it without switching 

if off 

 Ensure that you firmly plant bare root trees. Shake the tree to 

ensure that the soil gets into the roots without cramming them. 

Note that whips are single stemmed trees and hard to plant to CRP 

 Backfill and, if possible, water it in 

 Have a control area – that might make a school project 

This item is taken from one of my books now in French. 

As a check, dowse again to see if you are correct and ensure that the plant 

was not disorientated during the planting/firming stage. 

Professor Callahan dowsed the ends of stakes for N or S poles. The South 

Pole was put in the ground and appeared to improve root growth. One of 

my small experiments appeared to support this observation.  

Activity 86: dowsing chickens to sex them 

Introduction: I am grateful to Steve Taylor for this item. 
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Equipment: Some Easter Bonnet fluffy chicks, some pink and blue price 

dots, your pendulum. 

Instructions: Stick the price 

dots on the chicks’ bottoms. 

Then simply dowse in the Yes/No 

mode to find the sex of the 

chicks. 

Notice the improvised 

pendulum in the picture. 

Activity 87: 

pondering orbs and digital photography 

Introduction: Orbs are a relatively new occurrence as a spin off from 

digital photography. 

 

Lens moisture spots are regular but orbs are not regular. I found that they 

occur in sad and happy places. The spots  appear to change places. It 

seems to me that you have to trawl for photos. See if orbs are following 

you! 

Instructions: Take pictures of the same area and at different times. Look 

for colour changes and quantity and quality. Then, see what conclusions 

you can make from your photos with or without orbs. 

The above photo was taken by me while I was demonstrating how to make 
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L rods with wire coat hangers. At the time the photos were taken, no one 

had seen or was aware of the orbs. 

A Waverley Dowsers Member had taken photographs of a model layout he 

had constructed to provide an idea on a new building scheme. The model 

took into account earth energies and possible “sick building syndrome”. It 

was a time of concern for the photographer. 

 

The photos were taken 2005 and at the time he did not notice any orbs. 

Recently going through his photographic collection he spotted the orbs 

showing themselves. That was a surprise! 

Conclusion: Orbs are considered energetic life forms, although the jury is 

still out on what sort of life form. What will you find? Whatever, orbs have 

started showing up on digital camera photos because of the camera’s 

ability to capture a wider spectrum of “radiation” than the previous films 

once used in photography. 
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Activity 88: shaking water to increase its aura 

Introduction: This activity should be done in connection with the 

“improving the taste of water” activity. 

Steve Taylor of Waverley Dowsers suggested that I should mention a few 

notes on shaken water which increases its aura. 

Equipment: Obtain water from various different sources in containers, and 

have your L-rods to hand. 

Instructions: Separate your containers by 5 metres if possible. Dowse the 

aura of the water, and then shake the containers and dowse for the aura 

again and see if the aura is different for each source or same 

Dr Emoto found, for instance, that a phial of water which had been “sung 

to” would create an increase in the sample’s aura. When the treated water 

is frozen it produces different shaped crystals. 

Conclusion: Water from various sources causes a dowsing rod to act 

differentially. If water is taken from an active “holy well” and bottled you 

might well obtain a dowsing rod reaction up to one metre from the bottle. 

See if your physics teacher will do this experiment with you. 

The following is from Wikipedia: “… he decided that the vigorous shaking 

of a homeopathic remedy would further increase its potency. Modern 

homeopaths believe that this 'potentisation' process allows the water to 

retain the 'memory' or 'vibrations' of the original substance, long after it 

has been diluted away to nothing. 

This might account for Backster’s observation that plants will remember 

who has been nasty to them and that memory is carried in the water in the 

plant. For additional reading refer to the book called “The Memory of 

Water”.  

Activity 89: preventing sea sickness  

Introduction: I obtained this concept from a British Society of Dowsers 

Conference in 2006. It has been successfully tried in the past, and might 

help some of your friends to prevent their holiday being spoilt through 
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air/sea sickness without the need for medication. Do this activity before 

take-off or heading for open water. The chart could be printed out and 

tucked in your passport. 

Instructions: Vocalise OR mentalise the word “calm” at the same time as 

looking at the card, stressing the M sound. Look at the lines for 30 

seconds at a time. Repeat in about 15 minutes. 

 

 

calm                  c-a-l-m                  calm 

 

calm     c-a-l-m 

 

  calm 

 

calm  c-a-l-m    c-a-l-m 

 

calm      c-a-l-m           calm  c-a-l-m 

 

c-a-l-m 

 

 calm 

Before it is used, do a before and after check with the Gigahertz Scale. You 

can dowse for how long you should look at the lines and when the activity 

should be repeated – the interval will differ with different folks. 

Conclusion: If another word comes into your head with a similar M sound, 

then use that. My understanding is that the “m” resembles the calming 

“OM”, which is used in some meditations. Hopefully this procedure will 

help you to have a pleasant cruise crossing / 

air journey. 

Activity 90: forming 

patterns in sand by bowing 

Introduction: This illustration is from the 

WWW Harvard University 
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Environmental Department and is one of many sources about Chlaldni 

creating sand patterns. 

Instructions: Make a table like the little one that is shown. Obtain a “bow” 

or improvise one as though you were making a bow for bow and arrow 

shooting.  My bow strings had been chewed by mice so I had to improvise 

a bow string.  

For a table I used the plastic slide door of an old kitchen cabinet. For an 

upright handle I used a piece of broom handle. Then I fixed the handle to 

the centre of the table. Now you have a mortar board like in the 

illustration. Then I thinly spread flour (fine sand is often used) on the table, 

and stat to bow as shown in the illustration. Then you ought to see 

patterns starting to form in the flour. 

Try and produce counter patterns by dowsing over the mortar board and 

photograph the images as they develop.  

Conclusion: Is there a simple explanation? No! However, some form of 

energy  is transferred from the action of the bow which is converted into 

images by sound  which you could photograph and turn into celebratory 

“cards”. Try different materials on the table and do it on an old tablecloth. 

Hopefully this engages you with the concept of resonance.  

My take on this is that we are seeing sound forming and another example 

of energy changing its form. Ideally look up the work of Chladni before 

you have a go at this experiment 

Activity 91: using sound for healing 

Introduction: If you are musical here is another avenue of research you 

could follow. Sound is energy and can be used for healing. 

Equipment: Middle C tuning fork. 

Instructions: Strike the tuning fork and place it near to a place on 

someone’s body where there is an ache or a pain. 

Extending the activity: I have also read that the sound of leaves rustling 
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in the countryside can be beneficial – here is another reason to fight to 

protect trees! Why not seek out a woodland area perhaps with the sound 

of birdsong and use the Gigahertz Scale to see if your own energy 

increases in this area. 

Conclusion: This is another example of interrelatedness. As your skills 

develop you could dowse for the best assistance to give to help a person’s 

well-being. 
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Activity 92: de-stressing for all ages 

Introduction: It has been recognised that walking barefoot is good for 

you provided there is an absence of dog poo! In very simple terms it is a 

matter of the ground absorbing electrical energy from your body. There is 

another simple method of earthing yourself, as detailed below. 

Equipment: A length of plastic insulated wire approximately 1-2m in 

length, a common 3-pin plug and a crocodile clip. 

Instructions: Strip the plastic insulation from both ends of the wire for 

30mm. Unscrew the back of the plug as if you were going to change a 

fuse. You’ll see three pins – pull out the two short ones with the long one 

remaining. If you see some green and yellow wire, then remove it. Put the 

length of wire into the third pin and screw the back on.  

The free end is now ready to go around your wrist and you can fix it in 

place with the crocodile clip. Put the plug in the socket to experience a 

wrist earthing. 

Why not try this when you’re next reading a book? Or why not try and 

work or even sleep, connected. Dowse for the length of time you need to 

be connected and do frequent Gigahertz readings.to gauge the effect. 

For further reading, see “Earthing” by Ober, Sinatra and Zucker. 

Activity 93: stress in houses 

Some people like you live over or nearby to good or bad energies. These 

energies will have been created naturally or through us in some way e.g. 

property development, or pollution. 

You now know that because you cannot see these energies it does not 

mean that they do not exist. How they affect you depends on how 

susceptible you and family members are. 

The location of these energies varies and you now have the skills to seek 

them and change them.   

There are many books on the subject which opens up the subject in more 
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detail than is covered here. One of the most recent books is called “Heal 

your Home” by a dowser called Adrian Incledon-Webber. 

From a previous observation and activity, you know that you can deal with 

bad energies. You can sweep them away physically or mentally. 

Think back to the Pentagon Activity and its energies. Remember energy 

follows thought.  

How do you know if your house has bad energy? 

 Feel for it and look where your cat rests i.e. drawn to particular 

area, or for a dog who always tries to find good resting energy 

 Food does not keep well 

 Sometimes there is a musty smell 

 Look at old maps to see if an old pond might run under the house  

 Household members will not respond to conventional  medicine 

 Poor sleep patterns 

You can search for certain bad energies over your bed by  using your 

Yes/No modes with your L Rod or pendulum, in conjunction with AMT. Try 

this for all members of the family. 

As an alternative you could lay a navigational compass on your bed to see 

if the needle is deflected by the bad vibes if they exist. The remedy, in part, 

would be moving the location of the bed. That is a problem for houses 

with smaller bed spaces. 

Reducing clutter will improve the energy of your home. Simply venting the 

house will help, as will a sing song.  

Well, there is more learning if you want to follow up what you have learnt 

so far. It might be that you put this book to bed and wake it up in the near 

future.  

Activity 94: negative and positive ions in everyday life 

The following from the book Proof Positive will help summarise essential 

points thus far in relation to negative ion benefits: 
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1 Improved sense of well-being Increased rate and quality of growth in 

plants and animals  

2 Improved function of the lung's protective cilia  

3 Tranquillization and relaxation (decreased anxiety), lowered body 

temperature, lowered resting heart rate  

4 Decrease in survival of bacteria and viruses in the air and improved 

learning in mammals and a decrease in severity of stomach ulcers 

A fountain of water will give off negative ions for 

our benefit. 

We want to ensure that levels of negative 

ions are high, and so you can replace some lost 

negative ions with ion candles in your house. 

Use your Gigahertz scale card by asking the 

dowsing question: “on the scale what is the level 

of positive (i.e. harmful) ions in our locality?” 

This activity could be done by you and your 

neighbours to assess whether the buildings 

in your area reduce negative ion levels. 

This activity also allows you to take readings in retrospect and a record 

could be kept to see how town planning is affecting you and your 

neighbourhood and the well-being of trees. 

You can design a question plan using the examples that you have already 

learnt something about. It is only by gathering information in this manner 

and showing the issue to be long-term that this type of activity can be 

recognised in a court of law. In simple terms, the main objective of this 

activity is to ensure the long-term balance of positive and negative ions, 

and to improve the quality of your neighbourhood. This will enable you to 

assess environmental changes, if any. 

Activity 95: making sauerkraut 

I have included this Activity as it is about creating food and showing 

another application of the Gigahertz scale; in this case measuring life.  
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Strife and climate change are interrelated and that needs to be constantly 

addressed globally. The effect of climate change on global feeding has not 

been quantified so you as a family are justified in asking questions about 

direction and outcomes. War Zones do not help. 

If through strife and climate change we create a reduction of sources of 

vitamin A, C or K we would have to resort to creating it biologically as 

opposed to chemically. A very subtle difference.  

Making sauerkraut typifies this biological formation. The BBC Good Food 

app provides a very simple recipe of many, which families could jointly do. 

Why is this important? Some vitamins may be hard to get if climate 

change affects food production. Doing this Activity might spark similar 

initiatives by you.  

As you make sauerkraut see if the life of it increases by applying the 

Gigahertz Scale. Mark and date your jars and give a value in Gigahertz of 

the taste, as well as seeing if the aura has changed. 

In advanced dowsing you could measures the progress in International 

Units BUT the object of this book is power in simplicity.  

Also count using your yes/no skill. Daily check using dowsing to see if 

there is an increase in the Vitamin C and K levels in the jars.  

Dowse the fermentation levels on the Gigahertz scale and ask  if you can 

place the jar on the kitchen windowsill. Also try the Activity by keeping a 

jar in the dark. 

This will keep for a long time and you can dowse for the shelf life. 

As an additional Activity, using your Arm Muscle Test skills and separately 

directional dowsing skills or your yes/no modes, assess if the product is 

suitable for you. This is a step towards gauging allergies by dowsing. 

Directional skill “question” could be assessed in the following manner. 

Allow your pendulum to oscillate between you and the object (jar). If the 

pendulum oscillates more from you  to the object that means energy has 

gone from you to the sample but if it oscillates more from the object to 
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you that indicates benefit. 

However, you can program your dowsing as it is the brain that does the 

work. Try this on known things. This is a step to advanced dowsing.      
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A final word 

When encouraging you to seek explanations about our future 

environment we have to cross emotive boundaries for self-preservation.  

This is why I suggest that your family press for answers which policy 

makers have shied away from, and one of those areas to talk about is 

extending the plan for your area from twenty to thirty years, and saying 

when are we full. 

Trees act like a lung in the global community. How much loss of open 

space will the global lung have to be lost before the lung collapses? This is 

a topic which is sparking public interest globally, with even a recent letter 

to the editor in the Daily Express. 

Along this track we must build community harmony, but it will be a testing 

time for all nations when queuing for water due to over-population or 

drought conditions brought about by us not caring for our environment 

enough. 

I will leave you with this tenet which I have tried to follow for seventy years 

of my thinking life and that is: a person is a friend to all, no matter what 

country, class, or creed. 

And finally, a little quoted saying of Citizen Tom Payne: “The World is my 

country, all mankind are my brethren, and to do good is my religion.”  
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